Abstract-Despite their growing complexity and increasing size, modern software applications must satisfy strict release requirements that impose short bug fixing and maintenance cycles, putting significant pressure on developers who are responsible for timely producing high-quality software. To reduce developers workload, repairing and healing techniques have been extensively investigated as solutions for efficiently repairing and maintaining software in the last few years. In particular, repairing solutions have been able to automatically produce useful fixes for several classes of bugs that might be present in software programs. A range of algorithms, techniques, and heuristics have been integrated, experimented, and studied, producing a heterogeneous and articulated research framework where automatic repair techniques are proliferating. This paper organizes the knowledge in the area by surveying a body of 108 papers about automatic software repair techniques, illustrating the algorithms and the approaches, comparing them on representative examples, and discussing the open challenges and the empirical evidence reported so far.
D
EBUGGING software failures is still a painful, time consuming, and expensive process. For instance, recent studies showed that debugging activities often account for about 50 percent of the overall development cost of software products [1] , [2] .
There are many factors contributing to the cost of debugging, but the most impacting one is the extensive manual effort that is still required to identify and remove faults. In particular, the debugging process requires analyzing and understanding failed executions, identifying the causes of the failures, implementing fixes, and validating that the fixed program works correctly, that is, the problem has been fixed without introducing any side effect [3] , [4] , [5] . Most of these activities are executed manually or with partial tool support.
So far, the automation of debugging activities essentially concerned with the identification of the statements that are likely to be faulty [6] , [7] , [8] , with the isolation of the specific inputs or application states that may cause failures [9] , [10] , [11] , and with the detection of the anomalous events that may partially explain the reason of a failure [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
Techniques for the isolation of the likely faulty statements report to testers a list of statements ranked by suspiciousness, determined by considering the number of failing and passing test cases that execute each statement [6] , [7] , [8] . The intuition is that the most suspicious statements should be executed by several failing tests and few passing test cases.
Techniques that identify specific inputs and specific states that may trigger failures are often based on the well-known Delta Debugging technique [9] . The intuition is that by iteratively refining and reducing the input [10] and the state space [11] , it should be possible to identify the smallest input and the smallest portion of the application state that cannot be eliminated to observe the failure. This information is relevant to understand the conditions that may trigger failures.
Finally, anomaly detection techniques can detect the operations that are executed by an application during failures but not during correct executions. These operations may explain why and how an application failed. Anomaly detection techniques usually exploit specification mining approaches [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] to automatically generate models that represent the legal behavior of an application, and then use these models to analyze the failed executions and determine the anomalous events [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
All these techniques provide useful insights about the possible locations of the faults, the inputs and states responsible for the failures, as well as the anomalous operations executed during failures. However, developers must still put a relevant effort on the analysis of the failed executions to exactly identify the faults that must be fixed. In addition, these techniques do not help the developers with the synthesis of an appropriate fix.
Recently, researchers focused on a new class of approaches, namely program repair techniques [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . The key idea of these techniques is to try to automatically repair software systems by producing an actual fix that can be validated by the testers before it is finally accepted, or that can be adapted to properly fit the system. The benefit of using these techniques is that the fix both explains the reason of the failure and provides a possible solution to the problem, thus alleviating the effort necessary to identify and correct faults [30] , [31] .
Since program repair techniques have the potential to dramatically reduce debugging effort, they attracted the interest of many researchers who produced a number of approaches for repairing different classes of faults under different conditions and hypotheses. Important results have been already achieved, but at the same time these results revealed the existence of relevant challenges that have to be faced.
The contributions in the area have been preliminary analyzed by Khalilian et al. [32] , who compared three repair techniques, and Monperrus et al. [33] , [34] who discussed repair and self-healing techniques focusing on the oracle problem.
This paper contributes to the research on program repair techniques by providing a comprehensive review of the available approaches, critically analyzing the capabilities of repairing techniques, surveying the results achieved so far, and identifying the key open challenges that should be faced by the research community in the future.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the procedure we followed to select the papers for this survey and presents statistics about the selected papers. Section 3 introduces software repair solutions contrasting them with software self-healing solutions. Section 4 introduces a running example, consisting of multiple faulty versions of a same program that are used throughout the paper to illustrate the repairing techniques. Section 5 presents the localization techniques that have been exploited as part of the program repair solutions. Section 6 presents the algorithms for generating fixes. Section 7 extends the discussion to techniques recommending fixes that can be turned into an actual fix with small manual effort. Section 8 presents the main empirical findings that have been obtained so far. Section 9 discusses open challenges and future research directions. Section 10 provides final remarks.
PAPER SELECTION
We selected the papers for the survey by searching in the ACM Digital Library, the IEEE Explorer Digital Library, and the Google Scholar repository for the following terms commonly used in software repair papers: ''program repair'', ''software repair'', ''automatic patch generation'', ''automatic fix generation'', ''generate and validate'', and ''semantics driven repair''. We performed the paper selection at the beginning of January 2017. For each query, we extracted the first 200 references sorted by relevance. Since a few queries returned less than 200 references, we ended up with a total of 3,262 references to be analyzed. After removing duplicated entries, we obtained a population of 2,573 references.
We manually analyzed all these references by checking the abstract, the introduction, and the conclusion sections, and scanning the rest of the paper, to quickly eliminate papers clearly unrelated to the topic of this survey. At the end of this process, we obtained a total of 107 possibly relevant papers. We carefully read these papers to determine their relevance according to the conceptual framework discussed in Section 3. This produced a total of 85 relevant papers. To be as much comprehensive as possible, we included the relevant papers that we missed with our searches but were cited in the papers we selected. This activity produced 23 additional references that have been included in the survey [26] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] , [52] , [53] , [54] , [55] , [56] for a total of 108 selected papers. The resulting material has been used to produce this survey.
We analyzed the distribution of the selected papers per year and per publication venue. Fig. 1 shows the number of papers published on automatic program repair per year. After some early papers on this subject, we can notice a growing number of papers published every year starting from 2005. If we compare the number of papers published in the early 2000s to the papers published in the last few years, we can notice an order of magnitude increment in the number of published papers. This demonstrates a growing interesting of the research community on this subject. Fig. 2 shows the number of papers published in each publication venue. We report explicitly every venue with at least 2 publications, while we collapse all the venues with a single publication in the column Other. We can notice a prevalence of software engineering conferences, with ICSE being by far the venue including the highest number of papers. Conferences related to genetic computation (e.g., GECCO) and programming languages (e.g., PLDI and OOP-SLA) are also present. This is a consequence of the nature of the approaches to automatic program repair, which are often based on search and synthesis techniques, and can target a number of languages and environments.
Finally, we checked the distribution of papers between journals and conferences, and found that only 8.3 percent of the publications appeared in journals, while 91.7 percent appeared in other venues, such as conferences and workshops. 
SOFTWARE REPAIR
The problem of automatically generating a fix for a faulty program relates to the more general problem of automatically generating a program that obeys to a given specification. This problem is an instance of automatic programming, which is the process operated by a machine of translating a specification about a task into a machine executable program for doing that task [57] , [58] . Although the problem of automatically synthesizing software programs has been considered from the early ages of computer science and is still an active area of research [59] , [60] , [61] , the problem of automatically repairing faulty programs have been considered only recently.
A few approaches pioneered the area of automatic program repairing. Stumptner and Wotawa introduced the idea of defining fault modes to capture frequent faults in VHDL programs [46] , [62] . Fault modes have been used to automatically check if a program misbehaves consistently with any known fault and attempt to automatically repair the program with strategies depending on the recognized fault mode. Staber et al. investigated how to automatically replace the components of a system to make it satisfy a given Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) specification [47] . Interestingly, they defined the repair process as a game between the system, which has to be repaired, and the environment, which acts against the system to make the repair fail [43] , [47] . Weimer investigated how to repair a program that violates a safety policy specification that specifies the allowed paths in the control flow graph of the program under repair. His approach finds the smallest set of modifications to be performed on the method calls produced by a program to make it satisfy the specification [31] . Other researchers extended model checking with artificial intelligence techniques [48] or template-based strategies [49] to repair programs.
Research in software repair has started proliferating after the publication of the seminal work by Arcuri et al. [35] , [40] , [63] and Weimer et al. [20] , [64] , [65] , who have been the first ones to successfully exploit search-based algorithms to generate fixes.
In the rest of this section, we introduce the basic concepts relevant to the software repair area, and present a conceptual framework that we use to show how the software repair technology works in general, and how it relates to the software self-healing technology.
Basic Concepts
Two well-known approaches for automatically dealing with program failures are the software healing and software repairing technologies. Although similar in principle, they have different purposes and use different solutions to address faults.
Software healing solutions detect software failures in-the-field and respond to them by making the necessary adjustments to restore the normal operation of a system [66] , [67] , [68] . These adjustments are not deployed at the source code level, but rather applied at runtime on the deployed application to prevent or mitigate failures. Multiple occurrences of similar failures on the same instance of the software may trigger the same healing process multiple times.
Software repairing solutions detect software failures, localize where a fix could be applied, and make the necessary adjustments to fix the fault, and thus prevent further failures caused by the same fault [20] , [21] , [22] . The adjustments are generated in-house, such as at testing and design time, and deployed at the source code level.
Software healing and repairing may or may not involve human intervention. In automatic software healing and repairing, the human only supervises the process. While, when the human is completely out of the loop, these techniques are respectively called software self-healing and software self-repairing.
Both healing and repairing techniques react to failures by executing some operations. We distinguish between healing operations, which are the operations applied at runtime to turn a failed or a failing execution into a successful execution, and repair operations, which are the operations performed on the program source code to remove the fault that caused a failure.
Software healing and repair techniques may generate either workarounds or fixes. In this context, a workaround is a temporary solution to a software bug [69] , while a fix (or a patch) is a permanent solution to a software bug [70] . Workarounds are not designed to implement optimal solutions. They rather consist of solutions that can be quickly generated and deployed, while waiting for a permanent fix from the developers. Workarounds can be applied at multiple levels and on different artifacts. For instance, a workaround may alter the program code, but can also modify the architecture of a system or change its configuration, or can simply alter a specific execution, for example letting users to interrupt unwanted infinite execution loops [71] . Contrarily, fixes always alter the program source code and are expected to implement solutions of the same quality of the fixes produced by the developers when debugging and fixing software faults.
Conceptual Framework
In this section, we present a conceptual framework that covers both healing and repairing solutions, and that illustrates the commonalities and differences between these two approaches.
Although they both deal with failures, software healing and software repairing solutions have different objectives. Software healing solutions are concerned with granting software availability despite failure occurrences [66] , [67] , [68] . They usually execute healing operations to mask failures [69] , [72] , [73] , or minimize their impact [74] , [75] . Identifying and permanently removing the fault that caused a failure is not a primary objective of these techniques. Software repairing solutions instead are concerned with fixing faults, and do not necessarily prevent failures [20] , [21] , [22] . Indeed failures are tolerated and information extracted during failing executions is even exploited by software repairing solutions to better identify and fix faults. Due to these distinguishing characteristics, software healing solutions are used in-the-field to improve the reliability and the resilience of software systems, and software repairing solutions are used in-house to assist developers in bug fixing tasks. Fig. 3 graphically illustrates the activities involved in the healing and repairing processes, represented on the left and right side of the figure, respectively. Both processes start from a faulty program that fails deviating from its intended behavior, at least for some executions. The failure detection activity, which is common to both processes, is responsible of classifying executions as either failures or failure-free executions.
Failure detection might work differently depending on the process that must be activated. When serving the healing process, failure detection typically detects the early symptoms of program failures to timely trigger the healing process and prevent severe problems, such as system crashes and loss of data. When serving the repairing process, failure detection typically partitions a set of observations into failure and failure-free executions. These executions are then processed to identify and fix the faults that originated them. In contrast to the healing process, the repairing process does not prevent failures, but exploits the information collected during complete (failing) runs to identify faults.
The way failure detection serves the healing and repairing processes also influences the implementation of the failure detection component. When used to trigger healing operations, it is typically implemented as a runtime monitor that checks the behavior of the application [76] , [77] . When used as part of a repairing process, it is typically implemented as a program oracle [78] , for instance as assertions embedded in a set of test cases [79] .
The healing process shown on the left side of Fig. 3 is composed of two steps that might be executed iteratively. The healing step consists of executing a healing operation that can prevent or mitigate a failure that has been detected. The verification step checks if the application is running as expected after the healing operation has completed. Not all the healing techniques include a verification step, sometime healing operations are applied simply assuming they can only positively or neutrally affect the system. If the verification step detects that the healing operation has failed, the healing step might be repeated, for instance trying a different healing operation and verifying the system again, until the failure has been healed, or no further actions are possible [80] , [81] . The healing process usually requires fast healing and verification operations because they are both executed while the application is running in-the-field.
Since the primary objective of healing techniques is turning failing executions into successful executions, regardless of the fault that originated the problem, the healing process might produce two possible outcomes: (i) successful executions/faulty program, that is, the executions have been healed but the program is still faulty, (ii) failed executions/faulty program, that is, the executions have not been healed and the program is still faulty. In some cases, a successful workaround might be deployed persistently on the running application to automatically heal further occurrences of the same failure, although it can seldom cope with slightly different failures triggered by the same fault.
The repairing process shown on the right side of Fig. 3 is composed of three steps. The localization step identifies the locations where a fix could be applied to (note that the faulty statements are not always the only good locations for fixes). The patch/fix step generates fixes that modify the software in the code locations returned by the localization step. The verification step checks if the synthesized fix has actually repaired the software. The fix and verification steps might be iterated several times for multiple locations until the fault has been fixed, until no further fixes can be generated, or until the time allocated to the repair process has been exhausted.
If we compare the repair process to the healing process, it is possible to notice that the repair process includes an extra step. While a healing process reacts directly to failures, the repair process needs to first identify locations suitable for fixes.
In contrast to the healing process, which aims to prevent failures, software repairing techniques exploit the observations collected with multiple runs, including both failures and failure-free executions, to generate fixes. For instance, many repair techniques generate fixes by using the information obtained from the execution of large test suites that include many passing and failing tests.
The repair process might produce two possible outcomes: (i) failed executions/fixed program, that is, the executions have failed but the program has been fixed, thus the fixed fault will not produce further failures, (ii) failed executions/faulty program, that is, the executions have failed and the program is still faulty. The first outcome corresponds to a successful repair, while the second outcome corresponds to an unsuccessful repair.
In the following sections, we describe automatic program repair solutions 1 , focusing on the strategies for localization, fixing, and verification. The description is guided by several sample faulty programs that are introduced in the next section. We finally extend the discussion to nearly automatic approaches that can recommend fixes but require the intervention of the developer to finalize and incorporate the fixes in the program under repair.
EXAMPLE PROGRAMS
In this section, we introduce the running examples that we use throughout the paper to illustrate program repair techniques. In particular, we use five faulty variants of a program that computes the greatest common divisor using the subtract-based version of the Euclid's algorithm. The correct version of the program is shown in Algorithm 1 and has been also used in Weimer et al.'s paper [20] to present the GenProg program repair technique. Algorithms from 2 to 6 include a fault highlighted with a grey background. In Algorithm 3, we modified the while condition at line 4 from b!=0 to a!=0. This fault causes the program to loop indefinitely at line 6 when the input value of a is greater than 0 and the input value of b is equal to 0. In Algorithm 4, we removed the exit(0) statement from the if block at line 1. This fault produces the same failure than the one considered in Algorithm 2, that is, when a is 0 and b is greater than 0 the program loops indefinitely on statement 7. This same fault has been used in [20] .
In Algorithm 5, we modified the if condition at line 1 by changing the clause from a=0 to a<b. This fault may cause the program to produce a wrong output when a<b and a! =0. In that case, the execution enters the first if statement and prints the value of variable a, which might not be the gcd of a and b.
In Algorithm 6, we modified the print statement at line 2, which prints the value of the wrong variable. The program outputs the wrong value every time a is 0 but b! ¼ 0.
When relevant, this set of faulty programs is used to illustrate the capabilities and complementarities of the program repair algorithms surveyed in the next sections.
LOCALIZATION
In this section, we discuss the algorithms used by program repairing techniques to identify the program locations where the fixes should be applied to. This is an important step of the program repair process because the success of a 1. We omit the term automatic when obvious from the context. repair may depend not only on the fix itself but also on the location of the fix. We distinguish two main classes of approaches for the choice of the location: fault localization and fix locus localization. Fault localization techniques aim at identifying the faulty statements. In this case, the repair is expected to turn the discovered faulty statements into correct statements. For example, in the case of Algorithm 2, a fault localization technique would aim at identifying that the if condition at line 1 is the right place for the generation of a fix.
Fix locus localization techniques (also known as fix localization techniques) aim at detecting the statements where the effect of the fault can be observed and eliminated. These statements are not necessarily the statements with the fault, but they are potentially modifiable to let the program behave correctly. In fact, a faulty behavior may often be fixed by compensating the effect of the fault, rather than removing the fault. For instance, instead of fixing the condition at line 1 of Algorithm 2, it would be possible to fix that same program by adding another if condition that prints the value of b when a is equals to 0 between lines 3 and 4. Thus, a fix locus localization technique may determine line 4 as a suitable place for the generation of a fix that may compensate the fault at line 1.
Although the approaches in the two classes have different purposes, in the practice a fault localization technique may end up identifying a fix location, and vice versa a fix locus localization technique may end up identifying the location of the fault.
Both fault and fix locus localization strategies are often defined ad-hoc, coherently with the capabilities and the requirements of the corresponding program repair technique. For instance, AFix [82] can repair the atomicity violation faults specifically localized with CTrigger [83] , which combines trace analysis and execution perturbation to extract information about the failure and the faulty code regions.
When necessary to understand the approach, we describe the fault localization strategy together with the repairing techniques. In this section, we discuss classes of localization approaches that have been exploited by multiple techniques. We refer to these approaches when relevant throughout the paper.
Fault Localization
Program repairing techniques extensively use SpectrumBased Fault Localization (SBFL) [84] as general mechanism to localize the statements that are likely to be faulty.
SBFL exploits information about the behavior of the software collected during testing to identify the program elements that are likely to be faulty. In particular, SBFL produces a list of program elements ranked according to their likelihood of being faulty based on the analysis of the program entities covered by passing and failing tests [6] , [85] , [86] . The general intuition is that the program elements executed by many failing test cases and few passing test cases are likely to be faulty, and vice versa the program elements executed by many passing test cases and few, or no, failing tests are likely to be correct. Program entities of different kind and granularity might be considered for the localization, such as statements, branches, and paths. Fault localization and program repair usually work at the same granularity level, that is, if the program repairing technique works at the level of program statements, the SBFL algorithm used to localize the fault also works at the statement level.
We analyzed the papers presenting the techniques that exploit SBFL and we discovered that four fault localization solutions have been more frequently used than others so far: the fault localization algorithm defined in GenProg (32 percent of the papers that use SBFL) [87] , [88] , Tarantula [6] (18 percent of the papers that use SBFL), Ochiai (18 percent of the papers that use SBFL) [89] , and Jaccard [90] (5 percent of the papers that use SBFL). Thus, to illustrate how SBFL works, we describe how these four techniques perform with the faulty program shown in Algorithm 6.
SBFL requires the availability of a test suite with passing and failing tests. The failing tests reveal the fault that must be localized and repaired. In the example, we assume a test suite with four passing test cases and one failing test case is available. Fig. 4 shows the faulty program (on the left), the test cases (as headers of the columns, the pair of numbers indicates the values of the program inputs a and b, respectively), the statements executed by each test case (each executed statement is indicated with an X), the test outcome (either P for pass or F for fail), and the suspiciousness score returned by Tarantula, Ochiai, GenProg's fault localization, and Jaccard. The score is a value between 0 (least suspiciousness) and 1 (highest suspiciousness) and is used to rank the program statements. We use a grey background to highlight the statements with the highest score according to Tarantula, Ochiai, and Jaccard. Note that the faulty print statement is in the set of the most suspicious statements for all the techniques. In the following, we illustrate how the four techniques work.
We use failedðsÞ to indicate the number of failed test cases that execute the statement s, totalfailed to indicate the total number of failed test cases in the test suite, passedðsÞ to indicate the number of successful test cases that execute the statement s, totalpassed to indicate the total number of successful test cases in the test suite, and execute(s) to indicate the total number of test cases that execute s.
Tarantula computes the suspiciousness of a statement as the ratio between the rate of failed test cases that execute that statement, and the sum between the rate of passed and failed test cases that execute that same statement. More formally, the suspiciousness suspT of a statement s is suspT ðsÞ ¼ Ochiai [89] computes the suspiciousness of a statement as the ratio between the number of failed tests that execute s and the square radix of the product between the total number of failed tests and the total number of statements that execute s. More formally, given a statement s, its suspiciousness suspO is
GenProg [87] assigns to each statement one of three possible scores representing the case the statement is never executed by failed test cases, is only executed by failed test cases, or is executed by both failed and passing test cases. More formally, the suspiciousness suspG of a statement s is:
Jaccard [90] computes the suspiciousness of a statement s as the ratio between the number of failed tests that execute s and the total number of tests that execute s summed to the failing tests that do not execute s. More formally, given a statement s, its suspiciousness suspJ is suspJðsÞ ¼ failedðsÞ executeðsÞ þ ðtotalFailed À failedðsÞÞ (4) Note that the more failed tests execute a statement, the higher the Tarantula, Ochiai, and Jaccard scores are. Vice versa the more passed test cases execute a statement, the lower the Tarantula, Ochiai, and Jaccard scores are. GenProg's fault localization follows a similar pattern, although based on three possible values only. In particular, all the techniques assign a score of 0 when no failed tests execute a statement, and a score of 1 when all and only the failed tests execute a statement. In the example shown in Fig. 4 , the lowest suspiciousness is assigned to the statements in the while loop, since no failed test case executes them. The if statement has a non-zero suspiciousness score because it is executed by all the test cases, including the failed ones. Finally, the most suspicious statements are the ones in the then branch of the if condition (including the condition itself for GenProg's fault localization), which includes the statement with the fault.
In the example, a program repair solution that uses one of these fault localization techniques would focus on the first three statements to synthesize a proper repair. Note that in the example the most suspicious statements include the faulty statement, although this is not guaranteed to happen in general, that is, the faulty statement might be ranked at lower positions if a different set of test cases is provided. The impact of these techniques on the effectiveness of the repair algorithms has been preliminary investigated by Qi et al. [91] and Jaccard has been observed to best support automatic program repair techniques.
Fix Locus Localization
Fix locus localization techniques aim to identify the program locations suitable for the synthesis of fixes, regardless of the location of the faults. The idea is that a program location where the effect of a fault could be recognized could also be exploited to compensate its effect. In the following we describe model-based fix locus localization, which can identify statements that use objects illegally in object-oriented software [25] , and angelic fix localization, which can localize the statements relevant to missing or faulty if conditions faults [23] .
Model-Based Fix Locus Localization
Model-based fix locus localization has been experienced in the context of program repair techniques that can repair faults that cause the incorrect usage of class interfaces [25] , [92] , [93] , [94] .
Model-based fix locus localization works by first running the passing test cases to collect runtime data and then mining models that represent how classes are used by the program during correct runs. The mined models consist of finite state machines that represent the object life-cycle, that is, how objects are created, when the methods of these objects can be invoked, and when the fields of these objects can be written and read. The mined models are then checked dynamically while the failing test cases are executed. A failed execution that violates a mined model indicates the presence of objects that are incorrectly used by the program, such as code that writes data on a file that has been opened in read-only mode. The program statements that incorrectly use objects are the locations targeted by the fix generation process. Note that these statements, although not necessarily faulty, are clearly appropriate places for enforcing the legal use of objects interfaces.
Although not always experienced in the context of software repair, the idea of mining models from correct executions to successively check failing executions and identify the code elements likely responsible for the failure is shared with several others failure analyis techniques [14] , [15] .
Angelic Fix Localization
Angelic fix localization targets faults that can be repaired by modifying the if conditions in a program [23] . The idea is to first localize the suspicious conditions according to their suspiciousness score, and then identify which of these conditions might be wrong by systematically forcing the failing test cases to take alternative branches at decision points, regardless of the outcome of the evaluated condition. For instance, all the inputs with a equals to 0 and b>0 cause Algorithm 2 to fail because the condition at line 1 evaluates to false and the execution does not take the then branch. Angelic fix localization would check what happens when the then branch is taken by the execution, although the condition evaluates to false. Taking the then branch causes the execution to pass, in fact the program would terminate after printing b, which is the right result for all the inputs with a equals to 0 and b>0. These conditional values that make test cases pass are called angelic values. All the decision points that might be used to turn failing test cases into successful test cases according to this simple strategy are selected and returned as possible targets of an automatic program repairing solution designed to address the conditions in a program.
The above approach works in a slightly different way when attempting to detect missing if conditions. Angelic fix localization checks if failing test cases can be turned into passing test cases by skipping the execution of single (simple or compound) statements. It investigates the effect of every suspicious statement and returns those statements whose execution should be skipped during failing test cases as targets for the synthesis of fixes. In this case, a fix should consist in the addition of new if statements that properly control the execution of the statements that must be skipped. The synthesis of the appropriate conditions in the if statements is not part of the fault localization approach, but of the fixing process.
An improved version of angelic fix localization [95] extends the original technique with the capability to consider any program expression (instead of only expressions in conditional branches) when extracting angelic values. This is done by first identifying the suspicious program locations and the corresponding expressions with SBFL, and then running a customized symbolic execution that determines the angelic values while replacing the suspicious expressions with symbols.
Note that the fix locus locations returned by angelic fix localization are not necessarily the fault locations. The locations identified by angelic fix localization are places where the flow of the executions could be opportunistically altered, by modifying or adding conditions, to mask or compensate the effect of a fault, and do not necessarily correspond to places with faulty statements.
FIX GENERATION
This section discusses the algorithms for the automatic generation of program fixes and the corresponding validation strategies. All the algorithms approximate the problem of generating fixes with a problem P repair to be solved. This implies that a solution for P repair is likely to solve the original problem of producing a fix, but there is no guarantee this will happen in practice. For this reason, a solution s repair to P repair is called a plausible solution.
We distinguish two main classes of approaches depending on the way P repair is defined and addressed: generateand-validate and semantics-driven approaches.
Generate-and-validate approaches produce fixes by defining and exploring a space S repair of the potential solutions to P repair (note that S repair may contain both elements that solve and do not solve P repair ).
Semantics-driven approaches (also known as correct-byconstruction approaches) encode the problem P repair formally, either explicitly or implicitly, and once they find a solution, the solution is guaranteed to solve P repair .
Regardless of the class of approaches that is used, any solution s repair is always reported to the developers who cross-check its quality and correctness, further elaborating it to obtain a fully satisfactory and correct fix, if necessary. Regardless of the need of editing an automatically generated fix, the availability of an automatic fix may already help developers understanding the fault in the code and simplify the implementation of the actual fix.
Repairing techniques might be designed to be either general or fault-specific.
General techniques are not designed to target a specific class of faults and can potentially repair any class of faults in a program.
Fault-specific techniques are designed to address some classes of faults only, such as wrong conditions in conditional statements and buffer overflows.
In principle fault-specific techniques should balance their narrower scope with a higher efficiency of the repair process.
In the rest of this section, we first present generate-andvalidate techniques and then semantics-driven techniques. We first introduce the key concepts that characterize each class of approaches and we provide a roadmap that organizes contributions according to several dimensions, then we discuss the individual approaches, and finally exemplify them using the example cases introduced in Section 4.
Generate-and-Validate
Generate-and-validate approaches execute an iterative process as shown in Fig. 5 . The process consists of two main activities, the generate activity, which produces candidate solutions to the P repair problem, and the validate activity, which checks the correctness of the generated solutions.
The generate activity uses a set of change operators to modify the original program P and produces k new programs that are added to the set of the candidate solutions. The modifications are performed with higher probability on the suspicious locations identified by localization techniques. The change operators might be of different nature.
Atomic change operators modify P in a single point.
Pre-defined template operators change P according to potentially complex pre-defined patterns.
Example-based template operators work the same than predefined templates, but the templates are extracted, either manually or automatically, from historical data (e.g., a versioning system).
Some techniques do not only apply the change operators to P only, but also to the candidate solutions [22] , [27] , [36] , [38] , [63] , [64] , [96] , [97] . In this way, the modified programs may incrementally accumulate changes produced by the application of multiple change operators. The overall set of all the candidate solutions that can be produced by a technique represents its search space S repair . When every possible element in S repair has been considered or the amount of time allocated to the repairing process has expired, the process ends producing no solution to P repair .
The validate activity checks for the correctness of the candidate solutions. So far, most of the generate-and-validate techniques establish the correctness of the solutions by running the available test cases, that is, if a program s in the set of the candidate solutions passes all the available test cases, the program s is returned to the developer as a possible fix for P . As outcome of the validation, some or all the elements in the set of the candidate solutions might be discarded, for instance the candidate solutions that are largely unsatisfactory because they fail many tests are usually discarded.
The generate and validate activities might be executed according to two main strategies: search-based and bruteforce. These strategies differ on the way the change operators and the candidate solutions are handled.
Search-based strategies apply change operators randomly or guided by a heuristic or meta-heuristic search algorithm.
Brute-force strategies systematically produce every possible change that can be obtained within certain bounds with the considered change operators and localization algorithm.
Note that in the literature the label ''search-based'' has been used both to specifically identify the techniques that use search algorithms and to indicate the whole class of generate-and-validate techniques. In this paper, we use the term search-based uniquely to indicate the subclass of generateand-validate techniques that use search algorithms. Tables 1 and 2 report the techniques that implement the generate-and-validate approach (column Techniques). Table 1 includes the techniques that use atomic change operators to generate fixes, while Table 2 includes the techniques that use template-based change operators. The techniques are classified based on the search strategies used to generate the candidate solutions (column Strategy), the type of fault that is addressed (column Fault model), and the code entities that are modified in the attempt to repair faults (column Change model). Note that we use the label General in the column Fault model to indicate repair techniques that are not designed to address a specific class of faults, while the other labels indicate specific classes of faults. Finally, column Section indicates the section of the paper that describes the techniques listed in the corresponding rows. In the rest of this section, we discuss the cases reported in the table.
Atomic Change Operators
An atomic change operator modifies a program in a single place of its Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), for instance inserting, deleting, or modifying a statement or even a single operator of an expression. It is the simplest class of change operator because it does not require any analysis of the program but can be implemented by only analyzing the program location that should be changed.
Several techniques use these simple change operators because they can be efficiently applied and combined together to obtain many variants of the program under repair, to possibly find a fix. On the contrary, change operators that require a more expensive analysis of the program under repair may slow down the search process, although they might be more effective in some cases. In the following, we discuss the generate-and-validate techniques that use atomic change operators, grouping the techniques working on a similar way.
General Search-Based Techniques. The search-based program repair techniques designed so far (see row search-based in Table 1 ) implement a randomized search process designed to potentially cope with any kind of fault in the code. The techniques in this category [20] , [27] , [29] , [36] , [50] , [96] , [98] , [99] use slightly different algorithms and different heuristics to maximize the effectiveness of a set of atomic change operators defined at the level of the AST of the program, that is, each operator manipulates a single element of the AST typically deleting, modifying, and inserting nodes in the AST, but also modifying the individual operators and variables used in the statements.
In particular, GenProg, Marriagent, RSRepair, and SCRepair use the same three atomic change operators: deleting a statement of the AST, inserting a statement copied from a random location of the AST, modifying an element of the AST with an element copied from a random location of the AST. This set of operators constitutes a quite general change model that can arbitrarily modify a program, as long as the modified program includes a sufficient variety of statements that can be copied from one location to another. JAFF extends this set of atomic changes with operators that can manipulate subtrees of the AST and operators that can randomly generate new statements in the program, further expanding the set of changes that can be produced at each step of the process.
Note that these change operators are general and potentially useful to repair any fault in the program, as long as the statements that must be used to produce the fix are still contained elsewhere in the program (this hypothesis is known as the plastic surgery hypothesis [100] ). For instance, the faulty algorithm shown in Algorithm 4 could be fixed by these techniques by copying the statement exit(0); from line 9 of the program to line 2 of the same program. Of course, if the program does not include the statements necessary for the fix, these techniques cannot repair the faults, such as for Algorithm 2 that requires changing the if condition with a condition that does not occur elsewhere in the program. JAFF represents a small exception to this rule, because it includes the capability of randomly generating new statements, which makes it potentially useful with a larger number of faults, although the probability to produce the statements necessary for a fix randomly is extremely small. pyEDB, MUT-APR, and CASC also aim to potentially fix any kind of fault, however they choose to adopt a rather different change model. Instead of using change operators that can produce a large set of different changes, they use a small set of focused change operators. In particular, these techniques focus on the use of change operators that can modify the operators and the variables used in the target program.
In the following, we discuss more in details the individual techniques.
GenProg [20] , [64] , [65] , [87] , [88] , [101] is a repair technique that uses genetic programming to guide the generate and validate activities. At every iteration, the location where an atomic change is applied to is determined randomly, according to a probability distribution that matches the suspiciousness of the statements computed with spectrum-based fault localization algorithms, as described in Section 5.1. The intuition is that changes have a higher probability to affect a fault if the target statements well correlate to the failure.
When a non-empty set of candidate solutions is available, the generate activity, in addition to apply the atomic change operators, also applies single-point crossover, which randomly selects two candidate solutions, randomly selects a point in the two solutions, and produces two new candidate solutions by juxtaposing the initial part of the first candidate solution to the final part of the second candidate solution, and vice versa.
Every candidate solution is validated running the available test suite. GenProg defines a fitness function that measures how good each program variant is based on the number of passing and failing test cases. In particular, the fitness of a program is defined as the weighted sum of the number of passing and failing test cases. Passing test cases are associated with a positive weight, while failing test cases are associated with a negative weight. The program variants with high fitness are preserved, while the program with low fitness (fitness below or equal to 0) are discarded.
The whole process is consistent with classic genetic programming based on mutation operators (i.e., the atomic change operators), selection (i.e., the capability to discard candidate solutions that fail many test cases), and crossover (i.e., the capability to mix the good solutions that survived to selection). The search space S repair for GenProg consists of all the programs that can be obtained by applying an arbitrary number of atomic changes and crossovers.
The effectiveness of GenProg has been also studied in presence of some optimizations. For instance, when a long time is required to recompile and reinstall a program, weak recompilation techniques can be exploited to run the test cases on the candidate solutions that are incrementally generated, without having to recompile the whole program [102] , [103] . Similarly, when GenProg is applied to x86 Assembly code and Java bytecode, the changed functions can be recompiled in the form of shared libraries, which are invoked instead of the original version of the functions in the program, thus saving the time necessary to recompile and reinstall the entire program [104] [105] .
Marriagent [96] is a technique that works similarly to GenProg but uses a different crossover algorithm. Since selecting individuals for crossover randomly or based on fitness may cause the selection of similar individuals, which would likely produce similar offspring that only marginally improve the quality of the population of the candidate solutions, Marriagent selects individuals for crossover favoring diversity. In practice, it measures the diversity between a pair of programs taking into consideration the common and the total set of changes applied to each program with respect to the original program. The probability to select a pair for crossover depends on the diversity of the programs in the pair.
RSRepair [29] (formerly TrpAutoRepair [106] ) is a repair technique that uses random search to guide the fix generation process. At each iteration, it determines the change operator that must be applied to the program to be repaired randomly, while the location where the change should be applied to is determined according to a probability distribution that depends on the suspiciousness of the statements.
Compared to GenProg, RSRepair does not use evolution, thus it does not apply atomic changes to candidate solutions and does not perform crossover operations. The assumption is that random search may perform well, and even better, than an evolutionary algorithm in the field of automatic program repair, where smoothened and progressive evolution might be hard to define. At each iteration, RSRepair simply generates a single candidate solution (k ¼ 1 in Fig. 5 ), which is immediately validated and then discarded if it does not pass all the test cases. As a consequence any candidate solution always includes a single change with respect to the program under repair P . This leads to a search space S repair consisting of all the programs that can be obtained by modifying a single statement of the program under repair. Thus fixes that require multiple changes applied to multiple locations cannot be produced with this algorithm.
In order to speed up the validation of a candidate solution, RSRepair prioritizes the available test cases increasing the probability that an incorrect candidate solution could be detected by one of the test cases that are executed earlier in the test suite [107] . The prioritization strategy assigns to each test case a priority based on the number of candidate solutions that has been able to discard. The intuition is that the test cases that have been effective in revealing changes that do not fix the program should be executed earlier than others [106] .
SCRepair [98] extends RSRepair introducing a metric that computes the similarity between two code fragments from their AST. This metric is used to guide the selection of the new code that can replace the existing code during the mutation process. In particular, SCRepair looks for code that is not identical to the code that must be replaced, but similar enough to integrate well with the code around the change location. If code satisfying this criterion is present in multiple locations of the program, developers can define the types of changes that are more likely able to fix a program and thus should be preferred in the selection (e.g., changes that introduce if conditions).
JAFF [63] , [99] is a technique that exploits a set of change operators working at both the level of the individual nodes and the level of the subtrees of the AST of the program to be repaired. The location of the change is still determined based on the suspiciousness of the statements, but JAFF increases the randomness of the selection of the change location by first selecting n statements at random, and then choosing the statement with the highest suspiciousness among the selected ones. These change operators can be used to generate candidate solutions according to three possible search algorithms: random search, hill climbing, and genetic programming.
pyEDB [27] uses genetic programming to generate and evolve the candidate solutions. Compared to GenProg, pyEDB introduces a novel way to represent the candidate solutions that must be mutated. While GenProg works with a full representation of the code in the candidate solutions, pyEDB represents a candidate solution by considering its delta with respect to the program that must be repaired. In particular, a candidate solution is identified by the set of changes that have been applied to the program under repair. This new representation is particularly convenient because it is compact and efficient to handle. In fact, the set of changes necessary to obtain a candidate solution is always small compared to the size of the whole program.
To obtain this representation, pyEDB exploits the existence of a small and focused set of change operators. When a program P must be repaired, pyEDB first generates two modification tables: the first table includes every possible change to the relational operators that can be performed on P , and the second table includes every possible change to the variable names that can be performed on P . Changes must always lead to a valid program, thus variable names can only be replaced with other variable names that are in the scope of the modified instruction. pyEDB represents each change with a 32 bit string, where the first 4 bits identify the modification table, the next 20 bits identify the AST node that must be modified (i.e., they identify the row in the table), and the last 8 bits identify the specific change (i.e., they identify the specific change among the ones listed in the modification table for the selected AST node).
If we consider the while loop in Algorithm 3 whose AST is shown in Fig. 6 , the corresponding modification tables are the following:
Modification The search space S repair is defined by the programs that can be obtained by applying any combination of the changes reported in the modification tables. Thus any candidate solution can be represented as a set of 32bits strings.
The idea of focusing on the delta has been also explored in [102] , where it has been exploited to optimize the compilation time by partially recompiling programs, dramatically reducing the cost of compilation.
pyEDB evolves the modification sets (i.e., the candidate solutions) using crossover and biasing the selection of the modification according to spectrum-based fault localization.
MUT-APR [36] is a repair technique very similar to GenProg: it uses spectrum-based fault localization to identify potentially faulty statements, and uses genetic programming to explore the search space of the possible program variants. The main difference is in the nature of the atomic change operators that are used to generate the search space. While GenProg is a general technique, MUT-APR exclusively addresses faults that can be repaired by modifying the operators used in a program, thus the change operators are limited to replacement of relational, arithmetic, bitwise, and shift operators.
CASC [50] , [97] , [108] uses genetic programming and atomic change operators mostly affecting programming operators and variable names. CASC elaborates the concept of co-evolution formerly introduced by Arcuri et al. [35] , [40] , that is, CASC evolves not only the candidate solutions but also the test cases. The intuition is that it is possible to produce better program variants and better test suites by rewarding the candidate solutions that pass the highest number of test cases and the test cases that discard the highest number of candidate solutions. The challenging aspect of this solution is to evolve the test suite without generating incorrect test cases that may steer the generation of the program variants toward faulty programs.
Sample Cases. Regarding the set of sample faults introduced in Section 4, GenProg, Marriagent, RSRepair, and SCRepair can only repair the fault reported in Algorithm 4. In fact, the fix consists of the insertion of the exit(0); statement in the then branch of the if condition at line 1, which can be obtained with the atomic change operator that inserts a statement already present in the program in another point of the program. In the case of Algorithm 4, the exit(0); statement is already present at line 9.
The other faults reported in Section 4 cannot be repaired with any of these four techniques because the correct statement is not present in the program. Of course, if the gcd routine would be part of a larger program, and somewhere else in the codebase the statements required to produce a fix occur, GenProg, Marriagent, RSRepair, and SCRepair might have a chance to repair these faults as well. In practice, GenProg, Marriagent, RSRepair, and SCRepair heavily depend on the assumption that the statements necessary to produce the fix are available somewhere in the program under repair.
For what it concerns JAFF, it might be able to repair any of the faults reported in Section 4, due to its ability to randomly generate new statements. However, to what extent this capability might be practically effective is not clear.
The capability of pyEDB, MUT-APR, and CASC to deal with the sample faults presented in Section 4 depends on the matching between the nature of the fault and the change model used by each technique. pyEDB, MUT-APR, and CASC can deal with faults that can be fixed by changing operators and variable names. In the sample cases, they can all fix the fault in Algorithm 5 by replacing < with ==. Since CASC and pyEDB can also change variable names, they can both fix the faults in Algorithms 3 and 6. While none of the three techniques can address the faults in Algorithms 2 and 4 because adding new statements and modifying complex if conditions are not in the scope of their change model, that is, the fixed program is not in the search space S repair of these techniques.
General Brute-Force Techniques. Brute-force techniques search for a fix to a program under repair by exploring the search space systematically. In general, different techniques might use rather different strategies and different sets of atomic change operators to address different kinds of faults. The program repair techniques in this category use four types of change operators (see row brute-force in Table 1 ): operator replacement and condition negation, method call insertion or deletion, functionality deletion, and AST manipulations.
The technique by Debroy and Wong [45] investigates the idea of exploiting the same operators used in mutation testing for automatic program repair. Thus, the atomic change operators considered by this technique are the replacement of an arithmetic, relational, logical, increment/decrement or assignment operator with another operator of the same kind, and the negation of if/while conditions.
The tecnique works by systematically changing the statements in the program under repair starting from the most suspicious one until reaching the least suspicious one, or until the time budget assigned to the repair process has expired. The search space of this technique only includes the programs that can be repaired by applying a single change to the program under repair.
PACHIKA [25] is a program repair technique that exploits specification mining techniques [109] to repair object-oriented software programs. The idea implemented in PACHIKA consists of observing and comparing the behavior of the software during the execution of passing and failing test cases to infer for each invoked method the preconditions that must be satisfied for its successful execution. The failing test cases must violate some of these preconditions, otherwise the fault cannot be repaired with this technique.
The fix strategy consists of modifying the program in the places identified with model-based fix locus localization (see Section 5.2.1) by adding or removing method calls in a way that may affect the violated preconditions. PACHIKA is limited to methods that do not require parameters. The removed methods are not physically deleted from the program, but are wrapped in an if block that skips their execution when the precondition does not hold.
Kali [110] is a technique that attempts to fix programs by removing, potentially unnecessary but harmful, functionalities. Kali pursues this strategy using spectrum-based fault localization to identify the 500 most suspicious statements of the program and systematically modifying these statements using a set of atomic change operators specifically designed to drop functionalities (e.g., setting an if condition to true or false, adding a return statement or removing statements). The search space considered by KALI consists of all the programs that can be obtained from the program under repair by applying one of the KALI's atomic change operators to one of the top 500 most suspicious statements.
Although KALI might succeed fixing faults in some cases, this repair solution has been primarily designed to experimentally investigate the issue of deriving plausible but incorrect fixes. In fact, programs passing test case execution can often be obtained by simply dropping functionalities, but these plausible fixes would be seldom considered correct fixes by a developer who generally aims to fix programs without losing functionalities. The challenge of generating correct fixes and not only plausible fixes is further elaborated in Section 9.1.
AE [111] considers the same search space S repair considered by RSRepair, that is, the space of all the program variants that can be obtained by applying a single GenProg's change operator to a single statement of the program. The challenge is that this search space is often large and difficult to navigate. AE aims to reduce the size of the search space by exploiting semantic equivalent checking.
Semantic equivalence checking consists of the capability to detect sets of candidate solutions that are semantically equivalent although syntactically different. This capability allows to discard several candidates solutions without running the test cases, which is a typically expensive operation. AE can detect that two candidate solutions are semantically equivalent if they differ for any of those elements:
Syntactic equality: programs that differ only for the presence of duplicated variable names or duplicated statements; Dead code: programs that differ only for the presence of some dead code; Instruction scheduling: programs that differ on the order of some adjacent instructions not referring to common resources, which can be reordered without affecting the semantics of the program. AE is deterministic as long as the program under repair is deterministic because it exploits the ranking produced by SBFL to systematically mutate the statements in the program, from the most suspicious to the least suspicious.
Sample Cases. The technique by Debroy and Wong might be able to fix the faulty programs that depend on the use of incorrect conditions and arithmetic operators, which are Algorithms 3 and 5. PACHIKA and KALI are ineffective with the sample set of faults presented in Section 4. The former technique is ineffective because the program is not an object-oriented program and thus none of the presented faults is in the scope of the technique. The latter technique is ineffective because none of the faults could be fixed by just dropping functionalities. Since AE shares its search space with the RSRepair search-based technique, it can address the same faults, thus it can repair the fault reported in Algorithm 4.
Pre-Defined Templates
Repair techniques based on pre-defined templates modify programs according to a set of change operators that can affect one or more statements of the program (see row predefined in Table 2 ). Using templates developers may define complex change patterns that coherently affect the program under repair in multiple locations, which would be hard to obtain with a randomized combination of atomic changes. Examples of these templates are changes that expand synchronization blocks, perform non-trivial manipulations on program conditions, and add code implementing predefined access control policies.
So far, search-based techniques in this category exploited templates to address specific classes of faults, while bruteforce techniques exploited templates to address both general and specific classes of faults.
Most of the techniques working with pre-defined templates use brute-force rather than search-based strategies. This might be because templates could be more expensive to apply than atomic changes, and this cost factor may hinder the speed of the evolution in search-based algorithms. It might thus be preferable to use brute-force strategies for systematically checking if there is a fault in any place where a template could be applied to.
Search-Based Techniques for Concurrency Faults. In some cases, the application of one template might be insufficient, although useful, to fix a problem. In these cases, searchbased strategies might still be viable. A class of problems that might require multiple non-trivial changes in multiple points of a program to be fixed are concurrency faults. For example ARC [38] , which is a repair technique for concurrency faults, uses manual templates in the context of a search-based algorithm.
ARC [37] , [38] generates candidate solutions for concurrency faults by evolving the program under repair using genetic programming and a set of pre-defined templates, which implement a range of non-trivial changes that might be useful in concurrent programs, including synchronizing unprotected shared resources, expanding synchronization regions to include unprotected source code, and interchanging nested lock objects.
The candidate solutions are evaluated by running the available test suite multiple times, each time injecting a different noise using the ConTest tool [112] . Test cases must be executed multiple times because the capability to observe a concurrency fault might depend on the specific interleaving of an execution, and thus multiple executions of a same test may produce different results. The fitness of candidate solutions is defined as the ratio between the number of correct and the number of distinct interleavings that have been observed.
General Brute-Force Techniques. Brute-force techniques define templates that may fix program faults if applied once to a program. The repairing process is addressed by applying every template to every possible location, until fixing the program or timing out. General techniques define templates that might potentially address any type of fault in a program. In this category, we report the AutoFix-E [92] , AutoFix-E2 [93] , SPR [28] , and Prophet [113] techniques, which exploit general pre-defined templates not bounded to specific fault models.
AutoFix-E [92] is similar to PACHIKA but works on software written in Eiffel, a programming language that supports programming by contracts. The presence of the contracts (e.g., methods pre-conditions and post-conditions) lets AutoFix-E produce fixes that are more complex than the ones produced by PACHIKA. In fact, contracts give semantic knowledge about the program, and can be used to narrow down the set of possible fixes, to differentiate between erroneous and correct program states, and to facilitate the identification of a strategy to reach the correct state.
AutoFix-E modifies the program under repair using the templates shown in Algorithms 7, 8, 9, 10; where snippet is new code meant to bring the application in a new state that does not violate the available contracts, oldStmt is a statement or block of statements already present in the application's source code, and fail is a predicate that captures the sets of values that made the program fail when running the tests in the available test suite.
Algorithm
AutoFix-E uses model-based fix locus localization to determine the points where the templates should be applied, and uses a metric that measures how a fix affects the program source code and the program dynamic state to give priority to the fixes causing the smallest changes. This strategy is based on the assumption that the fix can be obtained with a small change of the program.
AutoFix-E2 [93] (also known as AutoFix [94] ) refines the way the templates are applied in AutoFix-E taking advantage of the information dynamically extracted from the conditions that are evaluated during test execution in addition to the information extracted from the contracts. Moreover, it extends AutoFix-E with the capability to rank the candidate solutions according to the suspiciousness of the statements in the program under repair computed with spectrumbased fault localization techniques.
SPR [28] addresses program repair with a staged process that can quickly skip many wrong fixes and focus on the most promising cases. The repair strategy systematically applies a set of general transformation templates to the program under repair. These templates are parameterized, hence each one represents a class of program transformations. In a second phase, for each transformed program, SPR determines the parameter values that can make the repair successful, if any. Since the templates often require a condition as a parameter, in the last step SPR attempts to synthesize a condition that can produce the values determined in the second phase when evaluated. If the process is successful, the condition is embedded in the program and the repair is finalized.
The parametric templates defined in SPR may produce changes that affect if conditions (by adding clauses to existing conditions and by generating new conditions) and variable values (replacing variable names and constant values). The synthesis of new conditions is limited to conditions of the form v op const, where v is a variable name, op is either = or !=, and const is a constant value. SPR can also copy the statements present in the source code to other locations in the program.
Note that compared to atomic change operators, the templates defined in SPR may address more complex scenarios. For instance, a template may transform entire conditions, while atomic change operators usually affect the individual operators. Of course, the effect of some of the templates might be potentially recreated by techniques using atomic change operators through evolution.
SPR systematically applies these templates from the most suspicious to the least suspicious statement.
For
Prophet [113] , [114] uses the same fix generation process of SPR, but it improves the repair process exploiting the information available on a large database of software revision changes (containing many fixed programs). The intuition is that the same kinds of fixes may reoccur across the lifetime of different projects, thus it is possible to learn from the past to make the repair process more efficient. In addition, learning from human-written fixes increases the likelihood that the generated fixes are correct and not only plausible.
Prophet analyzes the database of software revision changes to produce a probabilistic model P ðm; ljpÞ that encodes the probability that a repaired program can be derived from a program p with an AST modification m at modification point l. These probabilities are used to rank the candidate patches and try the patches that have higher probability to fix the program first. This strategy compared to the set of heuristics used by SPR may significantly reduce the time necessary to explore the search space.
Sample Cases. AutoFix-E and AutoFix-E2 target Eiffel programs, thus they cannot address the sample programs.
SPR and Prophet can repair many of the sample faults described in Section 4. In particular, they can repair the fault in Algorithm 2 as exemplified when presenting SPR, but they can also repair the Algorithms 3 and 6 using templates for variable values. They can also repair the fault in Algorithm 4 exploiting templates for copying existing statements (exit(0) in this case). They cannot fix the fault in Algorithm 5, because the templates for if statements are insufficient to fix the faulty condition.
Brute-Force Techniques for Buffer Overflow Faults. PASAN [115] is a technique designed to repair buffer overflow vulnerabilities. It works by first detecting the inputs used in control-hijacking attacks and then using these inputs to generate fixes that remove the vulnerabilities exploited in the attacks. PASAN can handle three types of buffer overflow vulnerabilities: overflows caused by the use of an unsafe libc function (such as strcpy), overflows caused by an array copying loop that ends up corrupting a return address, and buffer overflows that do not corrupt any return address.
PASAN instruments the application under repair to extract information about the size of static arrays and dynamically allocated buffers and uses RAD [116] to detect buffer overflow attacks that corrupt a function's return address. At each iteration, based on the nature of the statement that likely introduced the corrupted value, PASAN uses different strategies to produce a candidate fix. If the statement that modifies the return address is a libc function, PASAN attempts to fix it by replacing the unsafe function with a safe one. If the statement that corrupted the memory address is in a loop, PASAN attempts to fix it by first identifying the array being overflowed and its size, and then enforcing the bound checking on such array with an if statement. Finally, if the vulnerability is not on a return address, PASAN attempts to find the library function or the loop that originated the problem and change it by introducing appropriate checks in the code. The generated fix is tested by replaying the attack against the fixed program.
AutoPAG [117] uses an approach similar to PASAN to repair out-of-bound violations. It first instruments the application to detect the variables that overflow and thus identifies the tainted sets of statements and variables. The fix generator works on these tainted sets using different fix templates: redirecting an out-of-bound read within the buffer boundary, replacing a call to a function that allows out-of-bound writes (such as strcpy) with a call to a safe function (such as strncpy), and simply skipping the statement that causes the out-of-bound violation. The fixed application is then tested against the same out-of-bound exploit that triggered the repair process.
Example-Based Templates
Repair techniques using example-based templates modify programs, either evolving them (search-based techniques) or systematically performing changes (brute-force techniques), according to a set of change operators that are extracted from a sample set of fixes that have been already used to fix programs (see row example-based in Table 2 ). Example-based templates, similarly to pre-defined templates, might implement quite complex schema that coherently affect the program under repair in one or more locations.
The extraction of the templates might be manual or automated. When the extraction is manual, the templates are defined once for all and then used to fix programs. This is the case of History-driven repair [118] , PAR [22] , Relifix [119] , and R2Fix [120] . Note that History-driven repair, although it automatically mines information for guiding the evolution of the candidate solutions from historical data, actually uses a simple pre-defined set of atomic operators and exampled-based templates as change operators.
In other cases, the templates might be extracted automatically using mining techniques or other algorithms. In this case, the extraction process can be repeated every time from a different set of programs, increasing the generality of the technique. This is the case of CodePhage [24] , which can automatically extract fixes for buffer overflow problems from a set of correct programs. The effectiveness of example-based techniques is clearly dependent on the set of cases used to extract the templates [121] .
General Search-Based Techniques. The techniques belonging to this category do not consider a specific class of faults (their fault model is general) but use a specific change model derived from the analysis of several real-world fixes. The extracted templates are automatically recombined by search-based algorithms in order to maximize their effectiveness in repairing faults, assuming some faults may require the simultaneous application of multiple templates.
History-driven repair [118] , [122] exploits information extracted from the history of several software projects to guide the generation of candidate fixes. The technique uses the same evolutionary approach of GenProg, but without a crossover operator and with 12 mutation operators derived from GenProg [20] , PAR [22] , and mutation testing [123] . The information mined from the projects is used to synthesize bug fix patterns that represent sets of AST-level changes that have been useful to fix bugs in the past. The bug fix patterns are used to guide the selection process, that is, the candidate solutions that are most likely evolved in each iteration are the ones that incorporate a set of changes similar to the ones represented in the bug fix patterns.
PAR [22] uses templates defined from the manual analysis of more than 60,000 real-world fixes. The assumption is that templates defined from real-world fixes might be more effective than other templates and may also improve fix acceptability.
Templates are encoded as sequences of AST rewriting rules and are used by a genetic programming algorithm to evolve a set of candidate solutions. Templates are applied to code locations determined according to spectrum-based fault localization until a fixed program is found.
Relifix [119] applies an approach similar to PAR in the specific setting of regression problems. Relifix uses a set of code transformation templates defined from the manual analysis of 73 real regression problems. The templates encode rules specific to regression faults, such as replacing a statement with the previous version of the same statement, or mutating a statement that has been just modified.
These operators are used with an optimized random search algorithm that exploits spectrum-based fault localization to identify the code locations that should be targeted with the templates.
Sample Cases. History-driven repair can repair the faults in Algorithms 2, 4, and 6. To fix Algorithm 2, History-driven repair can use the mutation operator that removes a Boolean condition from a composite if condition to drop the condition b ¼¼ 0. To fix Algorithm 4, History-driven repair can use the mutation operator that inserts statements found elsewhere in the program that must be fixed. In this case, it can repair the fault by copying the exitð0Þ; statement in the then branch of the if condition at line 1. Finally, Algorithm 6 can be fixed with the replace method call parameter operator (assuming the technique would handle C functions similarly to Java methods) that can replace a parameter in a method call with a variable found in the same scope of the method call. In this case a fix can be obtained by replacing parameter a with variable b.
For both PAR and Relifix, their ability to fix faults is directly related to the matching between the fault that must be repaired and the templates defined in these techniques. For example, PAR does not include templates that may add a method call, which would be useful to fix the fault in Algorithm 4, while PAR includes a template that can add and remove terms from a condition predicate, which can be used to fix the fault in Algorithm 2 by removing the condition b==0 from the if statement at line 1. Algorithm 6 can also be repaired by PAR using a template that replaces a method call parameter with a compatible one in the same scope, while there are no templates for Algorithms 3 and 5.
The ability of Relifix to deal with the sample faults presented in Section 4 strongly depends on whether those faults have been introduced as regression problems or not. For instance, if any of the faulty statements (e.g., the if condition at line 1 of Algorithm 2) have been introduced by simply changing a previously correct version of the algorithm, Relifix may selectively revert the change just for the faulty statement.
General Brute-Force Techniques. The techniques belonging to this category are designed to be able to potentially repair any class of faults, as long as a suitable set of real-world fixes to learn from are provided. Differently from other techniques that use templates manually extracted from a set of real cases once for all, general techniques can extract templates automatically every time from a different set of samples.
R2Fix [120] is a repair technique that generates fixes starting from bug reports filed by users, exploiting a range of pre-defined fix templates associated with a number of realworld bug reports. R2Fix uses machine learning techniques to identify the real-world bug reports that look similar to the bug report of the fault that must be fixed. The identified bug reports are analyzed (e.g., looking at pointers and function names), automatically paired with the associated predefined templates that are contextualized to the new bug reports (e.g., although similar, the two bug reports may refer to different variables and function names), and applied to the code.
The identified bug reports and the corresponding templates are applied systematically to the code of the program under repair, and the candidate solutions are validated running the test suite attached to the bug report.
Sample Cases. For the techniques in this category, their ability to address faults depends on the set of samples to learn from. In principle, if suitable samples fixes are provided, any fault could be fixed.
Brute-Force Techniques for Buffer Overflow Faults. The techniques belonging to this category are designed to repair buffer overflow vulnerabilities using templates whose definition is at least partially influenced by real-world fixes and real-world programs. These templates are systematically applied with brute-force algorithms.
CodePhage [24] targets buffer overflow problems, but instead of defining a pre-defined set of templates, uses a set of donor programs to extract the conditions that should be added to the program under repair to prevent the buffer overflow problem. The set of donor programs must be programs that implement the same functionality of the program under repair. The assumption of this repair technique is that there might exist a donor program that contains the check that is missing in the faulty program and that can repair the fault if copied from the donor to the program under repair.
CodePhage uses the (Directed Integer Overflow Discovery Engine) DIODE fix locus localization technique [124] to specifically discover the inputs that trigger the overflow failure in the program under repair. DIODE works in two main logical steps. In the first step, it uses dynamic taint analysis built on top of the Valgrind framework [125] to identify the memory allocation sites in a program and the size of the allocated blocks. In the second step, it uses symbolic execution [126] to analyze the allocation sites and identify the input values that may make the program fail with an Integer overflow. DIODE confirms the presence of the overflow by running the program with the identified inputs and checking the generation of the failure. The target statements for the generation of a fix are the memory allocation sites that have been discovered during the first step and that have been confirmed to cause Integer overflows with the second step.
Note that these statements, although producing the overflow when executed, are not necessarily faulty. Indeed, the values responsible for the overflow could be generated by other statements. However, Integer overflow problems do not necessarily need to be addressed looking at the fault location, but could be prevented directly on the location where the overflow can be observed.
The set of donor programs are then executed with the same inputs to discover a donor program that can process correctly both the error-triggering inputs and the non-error triggering inputs. The conditional branches of the donor program that are executed by the input values are analyzed to discover what are the conditions that evaluate differently on the failing and passing inputs. These conditions are the ones that are likely to significantly affect the failing executions and could be exploited to repair the faulty program.
If such conditions are discovered, CodePhage runs a process to adapt the condition discovered in the donor program to the program under repair. In particular, the condition is first expressed symbolically with respect to the input values of the program, so that it can be transferred into the program under repair. CodePhage then determines every possible place executed by the failing inputs where the condition could be inserted to fix the program, thus generating many program variants that are tested with the available test suite and checked with DIODE.
Semantics-Driven Repair
Semantics-driven techniques encode the problem P repair formally, either explicitly, for instance as a formula whose solutions correspond to the possible fixes of the program under repair, or implicitly, as an analytical procedure whose outcome is a fix. Thus, a solution s repair , when it can be found, is guaranteed to solve the problem P repair and thus does not need to be validated against P repair .
Note that although a solution s repair is guaranteed to solve P repair , s repair is not guaranteed to be fully satisfactory for the developers. P repair is an approximated representation of the real repair problem to be solved, and a solution might be problematic according to aspects not represented in P repair . For instance, P repair may represent a concurrency problem present in a program and an actual solution to P repair may fix the concurrency problem while introducing other problems, such as performance or functional problems. Thus, the automatically generated solutions still need to be validated manually or automatically to decide if they can be finally accepted.
The general process of a semantics-driven technique is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The process consists of three main sequential activities. The behavioral analysis activity analyzes the program under repair to extract semantics information about the correct and faulty behaviors of the program. To this end, behavioral analysis may exploit a number of sources, such as the available test cases, a specification, and the source code of the program under analysis. Behavioral analysis typically exploits a subset of these sources. For example, it can focus on the dynamic information that can be extracted by running the test suite or the information that can be obtained by statically analyzing the source code of the program. In the former case, the extracted information can be in the form of input-output pairs that encode how a likely faulty code fragment of the program should behave to run correctly. In the latter case, the extracted information can represent the behaviors that should be eliminated or modified from the program under repair to let it run correctly.
The problem generation activity exploits the information collected with behavioral analysis to generate either explicitly or implicitly a formal representation of the repair problem whose solutions are code changes that represent actual fixes.
The fix generation activity tries to solve the problem generated in the previous step, either identifying the code change that may fix the program, or producing no solution in the case the solution to the repair problem does not exist or cannot be found in a reasonable amount of time.
In some cases, the problem generation and fix generation activities might be iterated considering different program locations as a target for the fix. The fix generation process may also involve implicitly defining and traversing a fix space driven by the specific formulation of the repair problem.
Semantics-driven techniques often address specific classes of faults rather than being general. This is because it is easier to find a formal representation of the problem P repair when a specific characteristic of a program under repair is considered (e.g., the locking discipline), than trying to produce a fully comprehensive formalization of the repair problem. Table 3 shows the classes of faults that can be addressed with existing semantics-driven techniques (column Fault model), the code elements that are manipulated in the attempt to repair a fault (column Change model), and the corresponding repair techniques (column Techniques). Column Section indicates the section of the paper that discusses the techniques listed in the corresponding row. In the following, we first provide a short introduction to program synthesis, which is used by several semantics-driven techniques, and then we discuss the techniques in each category.
Program Synthesis
A key enabler of several semantics-driven techniques, especially the ones with the general and wrong conditions and missing preconditions fault models, is program synthesis, which is exploited to effectively construct a fix for the program under repair. The specific program synthesis approach used by these semantics-driven techniques is the oracle-guided component-based program synthesis [127] . In the following, we briefly present this form of synthesis.
The synthesis process takes as input both a set of input-output pairs that the synthesized program must satisfy and a set of basic components that can be recombined to generate the program (e.g., operators, constant values, and functions), and outputs a function (or a program) that satisfies every pair.
When used as part of a statement in a synthesized program, every basic component defines a variable and uses one or more variables, which can be defined by other basic components (e.g., the þ basic component uses two variables, which are the two numbers that must be summed, and produces one variable, which is the sum). The synthesis process generates the required program by identifying a suitable set of connections among the variables and the components. This problem is typically encoded as a first order logic constraint problem and is solved using a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers.
For instance, if we suppose to provide a synthesis algorithm with two input variables x and y, with the basic components C = {+, sqr, sqr} and with the set of input-output pairs I = {{(0,0),0}, {(1,0),1}, {(1,1),4}, {(2,2),36}}, the synthesis algorithm tries to connect the components in a way that satisfies every input-output pair. Fig. 8 shows both an example program that can be created through synthesis and a visual illustration of how the program can be produced by connecting input variables and components. In particular, the components are indicated with rectangles and identified by a location number (see label loc), edges indicate how the value produced in a given location is used as input in another location (see label input associated with every location). The SMT solver is used to find these connections, that is, finding an appropriate value for the variables input associated with every location.
Depending on the set of basic components that are used, programs of various complexity can be generated.
General Techniques
SemFix [21] synthesizes fixes that consist of a single changed statement. Thus, fixes that require changes to multiple locations of the code are out of the scope of this technique. To identify the statement that should be changed, SemFix uses spectrum-based fault localization and considers statements in order of suspiciousness, starting from the most suspicious one. Every time a statement is considered, SemFix tries to synthesize a fix by modifying a branch predicate, that is, changing conditionalðf faulty ð:::ÞÞ into conditionalðfð:::ÞÞ, or changing the right hand side of an assignment, that is, changing x ¼ f faulty ð:::Þ into x ¼ fð:::Þ.
In practice, SemFix replaces the expression in the program under repair with a symbolic expression that represents either a generic condition or a generic assignment of a value to a variable. When the available test cases are executed, the program is executed concretely until the modified statement and then symbolically. These executions are used to produce a set of constraints on the symbolic expression that has been introduced in the program; the constraints encode the conditions that the symbolic expression must satisfy to make the program pass all the available test cases.
These constraints together with a set of basic components are used to solve a program synthesis task. In order to keep the generated expression as simple as possible, the basic components supplied to the synthesis algorithm are divided in levels and fed to the synthesis process incrementally. For instance, when synthesizing conditional statements the first basic components that are used are constants, then the algorithm progressively adds comparison operators, logic operators, arithmetic operators, and so on.
If we consider the faulty program shown in Algorithm 5, SemFix would consider changing the statements of the program according to their suspiciousness. Let us assume at some point SemFix targets the statement at line 1. SemFix tries to produce a new statement of the form if(f(...)) where f is a function of the input and program variables. Since only two variables a and b are defined at that point of the program, the signature of f must necessarily be boolean f(a,b). Let us assume that the execution of the available test cases produces the following constraints f (10,15)= false, f(0,10)= true, f(0,15)= true that must be satisfied to pass the test suite. A possible solution to this synthesis problem is a==0. Thus the program can be fixed by replacing the if condition at line 1 with if (a==0).
DirectFix [128] repairs faulty expressions inside a program with a monolithic approach that is technically similar to SemFix. DirectFix translates a faulty program into a trace formula f that encodes its behavior, then it translates the set of failing test cases into a set of oracle constraints O that are unsatisfiable if conjuncted with the trace formula. The goal of the repair process is therefore defined as the attempt to modify the expressions in f such that f^O is satisfiable. This is done by reducing the problem into an instance of the partial MaxSAT problem: the basic expressions in f are extracted, conjuncted with the original formula, and replaced with placeholders generating what is called repair condition; a partial MaxSMT solver is then used to generate a new formula f 0 which satisfies f
0^O
. If a solution is found, the changes at the level of the formula are retrofitted to the code.
When multiple fixes are possible for a same faulty expression, DirectFix selects the simplest fix, under the hypothesis that simple fixes are less likely to introduce regression problems.
Compared to SemFix, DirectFix aims at reducing the complexity of the fixed expressions, and improving fix acceptability.
Angelix [95] is a semantics-driven repair technique that aims at synthesizing multi-line fixes while preserving scalability, in contrast with DirectFix, which can produce multiline fixes but does not scale well, and SemFix, which is scalable but limited to single-line fixes. To generate multi-line fixes without sacrificing scalability, Angelix exploits the concepts of angelic path and angelic forest. An angelic path encodes part of the repair problem as a set of triples each one containing an instance of a suspicious expression (identified with spectrum-based fault localization), its angelic value (the value that the expression should return to pass the tests) and its angelic state (a set of variables visible at the location of the expression). Angelix paths are extracted using symbolic execution. An angelic forest fully encodes the repair problem as a set of angelic paths. The angelix forest is fed to a fix synthesis engine to produce multi-line fixes.
SearchRepair [44] exploits a database of human-written patches encoded as SMT formulas. This results in a database of SMT formulas encoding changes that have fixed faults in various cases. When a program must be repaired, SearchRepair uses spectrum-based fault localization to determine the likely faulty code fragments, while the failing and passing test cases are used to generate an input-output constraint that describes the desired behavior for each possibly faulty code fragment. The database of SMT formulas is then searched looking for a change that might produce the desired input-output behavior for the target fragment. If it is found, the change represented in the database is performed in the program under repair. This process is repeated systematically for every region that has been selected. The candidate fixes obtained in this way are validated with the available test suite.
Sample Cases. SemFix, Angelix, and DirectFix can repair the faulty programs in Algorithms 2, 3, and 5. The ability of SearchRepair to fix the faulty example algorithms depends on the sample fixes that the database contains: if suitable code fragments are provided, any fault could be fixed.
Wrong Conditions and Missing Preconditions
The techniques presented in this section target faulty conditions (occurring either in a branch or in a loop statement) and missing preconditions. Although each technique uses specific mechanisms, the shared high level process consists of identifying the most suspicious conditions in the program by using localization algorithms, gathering variables that are available in the scope of the suspicious condition, and formulating a program synthesis problem, whose solution is the repaired condition.
NOPOL [23] , [129] synthesizes fixes that consist of a single changed condition occurring in a conditional or loop statement. NOPOL uses spectrum-based fault localization to identify the suspicious statements that include conditions and angelic fix localization to confirm the existence of a potential fix location (see Section 5) . In practice, angelic fix localization can confirm that negating the truth value of the selected condition for the failing test cases can repair the program.
NOPOL runs the test cases and collects evidence about the truth value that the target condition must return to pass all the test cases, together with the values of the variables in the scope of the likely faulty condition that must be repaired. Dynamoth [130] is a new synthesis engine for NOPOL. Since NOPOL cannot synthesize conditions that include method calls, Dynamoth extends NOPOL with the ability to collect the runtime context of the suspicious condition, including parameters, variables, fields, and return values of method calls, and to combine these elements in a newly synthesized condition.
Infinitel [26] is similar to NOPOL but specifically targets infinite loop faults, thus its repairing process is tailored to change loop conditions to run the loop a finite number of times while making the program to produce the expect output.
Infinitel assumes a loop to be faulty if it is executed more than one millions of times. Exploiting the same strategy implemented in angelic fix localization, Infinitel determines the number of times that the loop should be executed to make the test case pass, if any. This number is called angelic record. Similarly to NOPOL, Infinitel generates a set of constraints forcing the new condition of the loop to evaluate to true while the number of iterations is smaller than the angelic record and evaluate to false when the angelic record is reached. Given this set of constraints, the synthesis of the new condition works the same than in NOPOL.
Let us consider the faulty program shown in Algorithm 3. When executed with the test input (a equals to 10 and b equals to 0), the program loops indefinitely on the loop statement at line 4. Infinitel analyzes the execution and discovers that the failing test case can pass for an angelic record equals to 0, that is, if the loop is never executed. This evidence, together with the data collected from the other test cases, is used as input to a program synthesis procedure whose solution is the right condition for the program.
Sample Cases. NOPOL and Dynamoth target faults due to faulty conditions, thus they can only repair the faulty programs in Algorithms 2 and 5, while Infinitel targets infinite loop faults, thus it can repair the faulty code in Algorithm 3.
Concurrency Faults
The techniques presented in this section target concurrency faults, such as atomicity violation, deadlock, livelock, and safety policy violation. The general approach of the techniques addressing concurrency faults consist of analyzing the system to discover the weak code regions, that is, those code regions that might be responsible for concurrency faults, and then strengthen these code regions by adding proper checks and synchronization mechanisms that may prevent concurrency problems.
AFix [82] can repair single variable atomicity violations faults, that is, faults due to operations that are supposed to be atomic with respect to a variable, but turn out they might be interleaved with other operations accessing the same variable.
As part of behavioral analysis, AFix uses CTrigger [83] to monitor normal program executions and discover atomicity violations, which are represented as triples ðp; c; rÞ, where p and c are instructions sequentially performing operations on a variable x on a same thread, and r is a remote modification/read of x that happens between p and c.
In these cases, AFix generates a fix by solving the simple problem of putting p and c in a critical region and r in another critical region controlled by a same lock to make the two regions mutually exclusive. This process is applied multiple times for all the atomicity violations faults that have been discovered. AFix includes a final step to remove redundant fixes and merge overlapping fixes.
CFix [131] has been designed to have more general repair capabilities than AFix, which can only address atomicity violations by working with mutex lock primitives. CFix addresses concurrency bugs by decomposing them into a combination of mutual exclusion and ordering problems. The mutual exclusion problem is the same considered in AFix, while the ordering problem is introduced in CFix.
Starting from a bug report, CFix first uses a variety of bug detectors for concurrency bugs to find the failure-inducing interleavings and maps a discovered bug to a specific mutual exclusion or ordering problem. CFix then uses static analysis to determine where to use locks and condition variables to synchronize program actions and potentially repair the bug. Depending on the type of problem, CFix uses either AFix to enforce mutual exclusion or a new technique, called OFix, to enforce order relationships. CFix may identify a few fixes for a same concurrency problem due to the availability of multiple repair strategies for some classes of bugs. These fixes are tested for performance and simplicity and the best one is selected. Finally, the fixes produced for multiple bugs are merged to introduce the smallest number of synchronization variables and operations in the program under repair.
HFix [132] is an extension of CFix that addresses the problem of fixing concurrency bugs by only adding lock operations and condition variables unnecessarily increasing the fix complexity in some cases. Both these approaches are designed to solve an interleavings problem identified from the analysis of the program. HFix produces simpler fixes by largely reusing the code that is already present in the program rather than generating new code. The technique consists of two bug fixing approaches: HFix join and HFix move . HFix join can fix an order violation fault that involves two threads by inserting joining operations that enforce the correct order of the operations. HFix move can fix both order violation faults by re-arranging the ordering of the operations with respect to join operations moving operations to a new thread if necessary, and atomicity violation faults by moving lock and unlock operations to establish appropriate critical regions.
Surendran et al. [133] present a technique that aims to repair data races in programs written with structured parallel languages, specifically targeting the usage of two constructs that these languages use to achieve parallelization: async and finish (used for creating and terminating tasks, respectively). The technique takes a program that is not or is partially synchronized and a test case as input, uses the ESP-bags algorithm [134] to detect data races, and identifies where to insert additional finish statements that can prevent the generation of the discovered data races using a mix of dynamic and static analyses that contribute in the formulation of the repair problem.
Axis [135] addresses atomicity violations but assumes that the statements involved in atomicity violation have been already identified in some other way, that is, it does not implement the behavioral analysis activity. Axis creates a Petri Net model of the program, and encodes the correct behavior of the software as control constraints that can be solved mathematically to obtain a new Petri Net model where the atomicity violation has been removed without introducing any deadlock.
The new locks introduced in the generated Petri Net model are added to the source code of the program to fix the concurrency fault.
Grail [136] is a technique that extends Axis with the ability to generate fixes that are not only correct but also optimal in the sense that mutual exclusion is applied only in the exact scenarios when the bug may manifest. The fixes produced by Grail are also more efficient than the fixes produced by Axis because Grail takes into account both the multiple runtime configurations that can expose concurrency failures and the synchronization behavior of the threads. The analysis is still based on Petri nets models.
Lin et al. [137] present a technique that can repair deadlocks, livelocks, and a third kind of starvation faults called deadlivelock, which is a subtle blocking situation with both threads blocked waiting for locks and threads actively trying to acquire locks. The approach used by this repair technique is to first identify the sets of cyclic dependent statements and all the lock and trylock statements in the program. Then it encodes the desired program behavior as a weighted partial MaxSAT formula that is solved looking for solutions that minimize the size of the fix. If a solution is found, the original program is modified accordingly, for instance substituting lock with trylock and removing the false branch of a trylock operation.
DFixer [53] can repair deadlocks without any risk to introduce new deadlocks. The technique first analyzes the program to identify where pairs of threads can create a deadlock by acquiring resources in reverse order. This information is exploited to construct a representation of the program behavior and of the repair problem to be solved. When a problematic situation is identified, DFixer selects one of the two threads involved in the deadlock and replaces the first lock operation that the thread performs with one that also acquires the second lock. For example, if thread 1 tries to acquire in succession two locks on two different resources r and s with operations acquireðrÞ and acquireðsÞ, and thread 2 tries to acquire the same resources but in reverse order, a possible fix is to replace acquireðrÞ and acquireðsÞ in thread 1 with acquireðr; sÞ.
HTML Generation Faults

HTML Generation Faults are faults in html generating code.
PHPQuickFix is a simple technique that can detect and repair print statements that print literals with incorrect html code [138] .
More interesting PHPRepair can address faults caused by the interaction of multiple constant print statements, such as the presence of a missing < =td > tag in a dynamically constructed HTML table [138] . PHPRepair first runs the available test cases and characterizes test executions as sequences of constant prints. These print statements are then compared to the expected output according to the test cases. This produces an encoding of the repair problem that is solved by a string constraint solver that identifies what the correct stream of prints should be. Finally, PHPRepair adds, modifies, and deletes constant print statements in the original program to match the expected behavior.
String Sanitization
String sanitization techniques repair routines that incorrectly check the validity of input strings in Web applications.
SemRep [139] is a technique that can repair partial input validation functions present in Web applications by automatically adding the checks that are present in other validation functions but missing in the target function. The idea is that similar validation functions might be present within the same application and in different applications and they can be exploited to repair incomplete validation functions by transferring checks from one function to another. The technique uses forward and backward symbolic string analysis to formulate the repair problem and transfer the validation, length, and sanitization checks.
Yu et. al [52] , [140] present a technique that generates fixes for input sanitization functions in Web applications. The technique starts from an input pattern and an attack pattern (specified as a regular expression) that breaks the application and generates a fix in two phases. The first phase, sanitization signature generation, automatically identifies the signature of benign input strings. It first uses symbolic string analysis to compute an over-approximation of every possible string that can reach security sensitive functions, that once intersected with the attack pattern indicates the set of the possible attack strings. Backward symbolic reachability analysis is then used to identify the malicious user inputs that can produce these attack strings. The set of safe inputs, that is, the sanitization signature, is given by the inputs that are not in the set of the malicious user inputs and that can be constructed with the application.
The second phase, optimal sanitization synthesis, generates a sanitizer that automatically converts the malicious input strings into benign strings while minimizing the degree of intervention on the input according to an edit distance.
Access Control Violation
FixMeUp [42] specifically targets access control violation faults in PHP Web applications. This technique works by detecting the vulnerable program locations, and then transforming the program sections that lack proper access control using an access control template.
FixMeUp requires a specification that indicates which sensitive operations must be guarded by access control checks, then it uses inter-procedural program slicing on the call, data, and control dependence graphs of the program to identify the statements that need to be guarded by an access control check.
FixMeUp checks that for every sensitive operation and for every calling context, only the user roles that are allowed to execute the sensitive information can indeed do that. If a violation is found, an appropriate template is used to fix the program by inserting the missing access control check.
Finally, to detect the side-effects that might be introduced by the repair, the analysis performed to reveal the violations to the access control rules is repeated to check if the problem has disappeared. If the problem has not been fixed, the change is discarded. This process is repeated for every problematic point in the program.
Memory Leaks
LeakFix [54] targets memory leaks in C programs. It works by analyzing memory allocation statements and making sure that there is no leak in any execution path. This is done by first identifying the functions that allocate, use, or deallocate memory, and then abstracting the program with a control flow graph that contains information about allocations, uses, and deallocations. If a leak is detected, a free() statement is added to a suitable location of the program to deallocate the unused memory.
FIX RECOMMENDERS
Fix recommenders are techniques that do not attempt to produce fixes, but simply suggest a few changes that might be operated on the software to repair the fault. In some cases the recommended changes might fully describe the required fix, in some other cases some effort might be required to the developers to produce the final fix. Although these techniques do not produce an actual repair, that is, they do not produce a new version of the software that is supposed to be correct, their output can be quickly turned into a fix in the best cases.
A few fix recommender techniques have been proposed so far. Here we discuss these techniques classified according to their fault model. General techniques aim to be effective with a range of programs, not limiting their scope to a specific class of faults. The other techniques can address security faults, which make programs vulnerable to attacks; data type faults, which may cause failures due to the misuse of data structures and other types of data; concurrency faults, which may cause deadlocks and other concurrency issues; and performance faults, which may cause unacceptable execution time for some functionalities. Table 4 summarizes the discussed techniques (column Techniques), the classes of faults addressed by each technique (column Fault model), and the section in which the technique is described (column Section).
General Techniques
BugFix [39] can analyze the debugging information at a specific program statement and report to developers a list of possible actions that may fix the faulty code. The technique exploits spectrum-based fault localization to identify the suspicious statements, and uses static and dynamic metrics to classify and relate the problem that must be fixed to the entries in a database of debugging rules. The fix suggestions extracted from the database are finally reported as a prioritized list to the developer.
MintHint [141] also generates a ranked list of actions that can be performed to fix a fault. MintHint identifies the statements that are likely to be faulty using spectrum-based fault localization. Each faulty statement is replaced by a symbolic state transformer (i.e., a sort of abstract statement defined on the state of the program only) that satisfies the property of making the program pass all the available test cases. MintHint then explores a space of possible changes that can be performed on the faulty statement to obtain the same behavior defined by the state transformer. The possible solutions are finally returned to the developer ranked according to their likelihood of occurring in the repaired statement.
Automatic program repair techniques can be experienced also as fix recommenders if properly integrated with the development environment. This possibility has been investigated by Pei et al. [142] who integrated AutoFix-E into the EiffelStudio Development Environment to automatically find faults and recommend source code level fixes. Logozzo et al. [143] present a technique that recommends code fixes at design time for programs enriched with contracts (preconditions, postconditions, and invariants). The generation of a fix recommendation is triggered by verification techniques for checking contracts, cccheck [144] in this case. When an assertion does not hold, the technique exploits a range of analyses based on either backward analysis or data type analysis to produce the possible fixes.
QACrashFix [55] automates the fixing process for the faults that cause program crashes by extracting the possible fixes from the code snippets posted by users in Q&A pages. QACrashFix first analyzes the crash report of the application to build a query that is submitted to a search engine to retrieve a set of Q&A pages that are likely related to the fault. The code snippets present in the retrieved pages are then exploited to identify a set of changes that should be implemented in the code to fix the fault. This analysis is guided by natural language keywords that are searched in the retrieved pages, such as ''instead of'' or ''change x to y''. The changes that may fix the program are encoded in AST level edit scripts that can transform the source code of a program. The fix is finally applied by localizing the likely faulty areas of the code that match the faulty code snippets present in the retrieved Q&A pages and by running the AST edit scripts. Note that the transformed code is not validated automatically but it is simply presented to the developers for manual inspection.
Security Faults
BovInspector [145] uses static analysis and symbolic execution to analyze buffer overflow threats and suggests fixes by applying the following three change strategies: add boundary checks, replace API calls with calls to safer API functions, and modify buffer instantiation. The specific change to be applied to each API call is based on a set of patterns.
Abadi et al. [146] present a technique that recommends fixes for input sanitization routines in Java. The technique uses a commercial tool to reveal vulnerabilities related to input values and recommends fixes for escaping unsafe special characters or, in case of SQL queries, for replacing the unsafe Statement type with the safe PreparedStatement type. The analysis can consider the existence of trusted values that must not be sanitized.
CDRep [147] targets cryptography misuses in Android applications. In an initial phase it detects misuses in the decompiled Java code using CRYPTOLINT [148] . It then suggests fixes using a pre-defined set of transformation rules that can modify the program by eliminating the detected misuses. CDRep supports seven common cryptography misuses.
Data Type Misuses
Coker et al. [149] present a technique that can recommend fixes for Integer type misuses in C programs. The technique provides three program transformations that can be executed from the Eclipse IDE: adding explicit Integer cast operations, replacing arithmetic operators with calls to safe functions that detect overflows and underflows, and changing the type of the Integer variables.
Malik et al. [150] propose to exploit the reports generated by data structure repair tools [151] to recommend fixes. The presented technique takes as input a Java method, the structural invariants that the method must preserve when manipulating the data structure, and an input that violates these invariants, and produces a fix recommendation that should prevent the violation of the invariants. The fix is determined by first identifying the correct data structure that should be produced instead of the corrupted one, and then identifying the operations that should be performed to produce such a data structure. Fixes are recommended to users based on a set of predefined cases supported by the technique.
Concurrency Faults
ConcBugAssist [152] is a technique that diagnoses and suggests fixes for concurrency faults. It applies bounded model-checking to compute the program inputs and to identify the erroneous thread schedules that make the program fail (e.g., the violation of an assertion). It then uses a MAX-SAT solver to compute the minimum set of thread interleavings that causes the concurrency problem. The model checking is then repeated using a blocking clause to exclude the identified thread interleaving from the analysis. This process is repeated iteratively until no new failing executions can be generated. At this point, exploiting the blocking clauses that have been generated, the repair problem can be instantiated as a binate covering problem, and the possible solutions, in terms of the order relation enforcing, are reported to the user.
Performance Faults
Selakovic et al. [153] present a technique that suggests fixes for JavaScript performance faults. The technique is based on 23 recurring fix patterns defined at the level of the AST of the program. Once a pattern has been applied, the original and the changed versions of the program are executed and compared. If the performance of the modified program improves in a statistically significant way, the transformation is recommended to the developer.
CARAMEL [56] is a technique that suggests fixes for a specific family of performance faults: applications that waste time performing the computations inside a loop after the loop condition has become true. These faults are typically fixed by the developers introducing break statements.
CARAMEL addresses these issues by first identifying the statements inside the loop that, under certain conditions, have no effect or useless effect (i.e., they affect variables that are not used later in the computation) outside the loop. It then checks if all the identified statements can be skipped simultaneously, if so, the conjunction of the conditions associated with the individual statements is used as a condition to break the loop. Finally, CARAMEL checks if the loop already terminates when such a condition is satisfied. If it is not the case, CARAMEL reports a performance fault to the user together with a potential fix of the form of a guarded break condition to be included in the loop.
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Software repair techniques have been evaluated in many diverse contexts, including papers presenting new approaches and independent empirical evaluations. We analyzed the findings reported in these papers and reconstructed the key empirical evidence that has been collected so far. This evidence is important to understand the status of the research in the area, to plan for additional studies, and to identify future research directions.
We first discuss the benchmarks and the applications and then we discuss the results, distinguishing between the results obtained with generate-and-validate approaches and with semantics-driven approaches.
Tools, Benchmarks, and Experimental Subjects
A number of automatic program repair techniques have been defined so far, as surveyed in this paper. To facilitate reproduction and comparison among techniques, the availability of tools as well as the existence of benchmarks and shared subject applications are of critical importance. We investigated tool availability by checking if the existence of a publicly accessible tool was reported in the papers presenting an automatic program repair technique. We also checked the Web site of the authors of the papers presenting new techniques and we searched the Web entering tool names in Google. Using this procedure, we have been able to find tools for 46 percent of the techniques surveyed in this paper. We reported the tool name, its website, and the language addressed by the tool in Appendix A. Although several tools are available, it is also true that less than half of the techniques have a tool available on the Web according to our investigation. This may make reproduction of the results and comparison among techniques quite hard in practice.
In terms of the empirical studies, a variety of applications and faults have been used to evaluate automatic program repair techniques. In most of the cases the evaluations involve real bugs in actual systems [154] , [155] , although seeded faults have been also exploited sometime [156] . When a test suite is necessary for the purpose of the evaluation, test suites written by the developers of the software [154] and test suites automatically generated with testing tools [24] , [93] , [138] are regularly used, and only the earliest papers in the area considered smaller programs and manually defined test suites for the purpose of the evaluation [35] , [64] , [97] .
Studies focused on the use of unit test cases, with system test cases sometime used for command line applications, while interactive applications equipped with GUI test cases and acceptance test cases have been seldom considered. PHPRepair [138] and R2Fix [120] are two exceptions since they use GUI test cases and test cases similar to acceptance test cases derived from user-supplied bug reports, respectively.
In terms of size, automatic program repair techniques have been already successful with programs with hundreds of thousands of lines of codes, and in a few cases scaled up to pretty large programs with millions of lines of code [154] . This is a good initial evidence of the scalability of the approach, although the range of large applications that have been experimented with automatic program repair techniques is still too limited to conclude anything about their scalability.
In our analysis, we indeed noticed that the range of cases that have been used for the evaluation have been strongly influenced by the publicly available benchmarks. In fact, the set of applications that have been initially used to evaluate GenProg [20] together with the ManyBugs and IntroClass benchmarks [154] have been used as experimental subjects in 32 percent of the papers that we analyzed. If we also include the SIR benchmark [156] , this percentage increases to 45 percent. If we exclude the papers just using examples as a form of validation and the papers that address concurrency and security faults, which require specific classes of faults for the evaluation, these two percentages increase to 44 and 62 percent, respectively. We can conclude that, although having benchmarks is important because it facilitates the comparison among techniques, there is also a tangible risk of producing a research that may overfit the available benchmarks. It is thus important to better exploit the set of benchmarks that are currently available (e.g., the CoREBench [155] , Defect4J [157] , and IBugs [158] benchmarks have been used only in 3, 2, and 2 percent of the papers, respectively) and to make the effort to design and release additional benchmarks that can help achieving general results.
Evidence for Generate-and-Validate Approaches
We organize the main pieces of evidence that we extracted from the papers on software repair based on generate-andvalidate in three sets: empirical evidence about the impact of the test suite, empirical evidence about the impact of the search space, and other empirical evidence on the effectiveness of generate-and-validate approaches.
Impact of the Test Suites
In general, generate-and-validate techniques run test suites to check the quality of the candidate solutions and determine if any plausible fix can be reported to the user. Here we report the main findings about how test suites can influence the repair process.
The size of the test suites may strongly influence the quality of the generated fixes: The behavior of generate-and-validate techniques extensively depends on the available test cases. Having a small test suite that partially covers the behavior of the program under repair may induce a generate-and-validate technique to repair a fault by dropping the functionalities that are not checked by the tests but interfere with the repairing problem [110] , [159] . A tendency to produce programs that pass all the test cases by dropping statements has been also reported in [160] , where biasing the choice of the mutation operator in favor of the delete statement operator improved the success rate and decreased the repair time of GenProg. On the other hand, having large test suites that extensively (and unnecessarily) cover the execution space of the program under repair may slow down the repairing process [29] , [41] , [161] . To successfully repair a program is thus important to have test suites that efficiently sample the execution space, covering most of the behaviors possibly without redundancies [20] , [22] , [27] , [29] .
The nature of the test suite may impact on the generated fixes: Some studies reported that using test suites with high coverage might be beneficial for generate-and-validate techniques [162] . This may let people believe that adding many positive test cases to the test suites is a good strategy to build test suites that effectively guide the repair process. This does not seem to be necessarily true. In fact, empirical results have shown that test suites with many positive test cases make the repair process harder [110] , [161] , only partially compensating this trend with a better quality of the fault localization [161] . On the contrary, there is small evidence that a good number of failing test cases might be sometime beneficial [161] .
Preliminary studies investigated the impact of the kind of coverage achieved by a test suite and the effectiveness of the repair process reporting that test suites satisfying branch coverage can more effectively prevent the generation of wrong fixes compared to random test suites and test suites satisfying statement coverage [36] .
Running the test cases is the dominant cost of the repair process: When non-trivial programs are analyzed, the main computational cost for techniques evolving a set of candidate solutions is in the computation of the quality of each solution, which implies running all the available test cases for all the candidate solutions [29] . For instance, it has been reported that this cost may amount to the 64 percent of the total repair time for GenProg [41] .
This empirical evidence explains why techniques that do not evolve the candidate solutions (e.g., RSRepair and AE), although they are not able to produce fixes resulting from the application of multiple change operators, might still be successful, sometimes being more efficient than algorithms that evolve the candidate solutions (e.g., GenProg). In fact, these techniques only need to run the test cases to check if a candidate solution is satisfactory and tests execution might be interrupted when the first test case fails, thus incurring in significantly lower test execution cost compared to techniques that always execute the whole test suite. The efficient use of the test cases leads to a higher number of program fixes generated and checked.
Fast et al. [163] investigated how to increase the efficiency of the repair process by reducing the number of test cases that must be executed to evaluate the candidate solutions. In particular, they studied the effectiveness of a repair process that evaluates each candidate solution on a random subset of the test cases instead of using the whole test suite. The full evaluation is conducted only if the candidate solution passes all tests in the selected subset. This optimization has been reported to reduce the running time of GenProg by 81 percent. Although this approach introduces noise in the evaluation of the fitness function, the results suggest that this may not be a problem in practice.
How tests cover faults is more important than the complexity of the fault: The success of generate-and-validate techniques have been reported to be strongly influenced by how well test cases sample the faulty behavior, rather than by the complexity of the fault itself [20] , [22] , [27] , [29] . Of course, a fault could be fixed only if the fix exists in the search space of a repair technique, which implies that the fault can be fixed by applying one or a combination of the change operators used by the technique. However, sampling well the fault is a key factor to produce successful repairs.
Search Space
The shape of the search space explored by a repair technique is of crucial importance for its success. Aspects like the density of plausible and correct solutions can be decisive factors influencing the effectiveness of a repair process.
The size and shape of the search space mostly depend on the strategy (e.g., search-based vs brute-force) and the change operators (e.g., atomic vs templates) used to produce the candidate solutions. In this section, we report the main findings about the relation between the search space and generate-and-validate techniques.
Unclear impact of the strategy: The impact of the strategy, either search-based or brute-force, and also the effect of the individual variants of a strategy, such as using genetic programming or random search, are not clear. There is contrasting evidence, sometime showing that one can be beneficial on the other, and vice versa. For instance, random has been reported to be more effective and more efficient in the generation of plausible fixes than genetic programming [29] , [164] and vice versa [161] .
This partially contradicting evidence might be due to factors that are difficult to control. For instance, the effectiveness of a strategy may depend on the available test cases, the faults and the type of the program under repair. Moreover, techniques usually do not differ only on the search strategy but also implement other heuristics and optimizations that may impact on the observed results. So when different results are reported, it is always hard to isolate the effect of the search strategy from other confounding factors.
Overall, there is still little solid evidence about the search strategy that should be preferred to approach automatic software repair.
Brute-force might be preferable for repairing small programs: Kong et al. [161] reported preliminary evidence that bruteforce techniques may benefit from the reduced execution time that often characterizes small programs, because they can efficiently explore a large portion of the search space, compared to techniques that evolve the candidate solutions, which still require executing the whole test suites many times at each iteration and that are frequently unable to compensate this additional cost with a higher effectiveness. While with larger programs, where the exploration performed by brute-force techniques is limited, the difference between brute-force and other approaches is not significant.
The cost of repeatedly running test cases can be at least partially compensated with fitness sampling techniques, which only require executing random subsets of a test suite, as investigated in [87] , [163] .
This evidence might be an interesting starting point of additional investigations, which are necessary to confirm this preliminary result.
Few correct fixes in the search spaces: While generate-andvalidate techniques have been reported to be able to generate plausible fixes, that is, fixes that pass all the available test cases, a careful analysis of these fixes revealed that most of them would be hardly acceptable by the developers [110] , [159] . These plausible but hardly acceptable fixes have been obtained due to the weaknesses of the available test cases, which easily allow for program changes that would not be allowed by developers (e.g., dropping functionalities).
A careful analysis of the search space produced by generate-and-validate techniques revealed the presence of few correct fixes, often hindered by the presence of several plausible fixes that could be erroneously returned to the developers before a correct fix can be reached [159] . This evidence raises issues about the properties that the test suites that should be used to guide generate-and-validate approaches should satisfy (see also Section 8.
2.1).
A technique with a narrow change model might be preferable when the fix is in the scope of the technique: Generate-andvalidate techniques which reuse statements in the same application [20] , [29] , [111] might have hard time distinguishing plausible and correct fixes, while techniques with a narrower change model [27] , [36] , [45] , [50] , [110] , although limited to the modifications foreseen when the technique has been designed, have reported good results in term of their capability to produce correct fixes. Developers should likely experience these techniques first, before trying with techniques using a general change model.
Larger search spaces do not necessarily correspond to a more effective repair process: Increasing the search space in principle increases the range of faults that can be repaired with a generate-and-validate technique, but it might be deleterious in practice. In fact, increasing the search space might actually decrease the density of the correct fixes making the whole process less effective, as reported in [159] .
Martinez et al. [165] , [166] studied the problem of effectively navigating large fix spaces. They extracted the repair actions that have been performed to fix the software in several software versions and defined a probability distribution that identifies which repair actions are more successful at fixing faults. In their study, they observed that the likelycorrect fixes are concentrated in specific regions of the search space and that exploiting probabilities to select repair actions might be beneficial in directing the search towards these regions.
Changes can often be assembled from the code that is already in the program: An analysis of the changes in several large Java projects [100] empirically validated the plastic surgery hypothesis, which states that the content of new code in an application can be mostly derived from code that already exists in it. This hypothesis is particularly important for general search-based techniques that use change operators that borrow code from different parts of the program under repair. Results show that 43 percent of the application's new code (including fixes) can be reconstituted from existing code in the version being changed. Moreover they found that 30 percent of the new code in commits can be found within the same file.
A similar analysis is presented in [167] , where the temporal redundancy assumption is validated. A temporal redundant commit is composed of code elements that can be found in previous commits. Results show that 52 percent of commits are temporally redundant.
Overall these results support the idea that general program repair solutions can be defined by reusing the code that is already present in the same program.
Taking statements from other programs may help fixing more faults: Generate-and-validate techniques that reuse statements in the same application when modifying the source code of a program (e.g., GenProg) are limited by the fact that if the application requires a line of code that is not present in its source code, the technique will not be able to find a correct fix. Sumi et al. [168] investigated the actual possibility to generate fixes from statements taken from other programs by abstracting the structure of the borrowed statement and using variable names that appear close to the fault location instead of the variable names originally found in the statement. In their experiments, they observed a 20 percent increase in the number of plausible fixes generated using this approach.
To efficiently select the statements that can be used to fix faults, Yokoyama et al. [169] investigated the idea of using the statements present in the code regions that are similar to the region that must be fixed. An analysis of several bug reports showed that more than 75 percent of the faults can be fixed using code already present in the application in code regions similar to the faulty one, suggesting that this heuristic is potentially useful for the program repair process.
Anti-patterns can be used to reduce the search space by removing the regions that are likely to produce wrong fixes: Tan et al. [170] identified several anti-patterns that define regions of the search space that frequently lead to fixes that are discarded by the developers and used these anti-patterns to prune the search space. Experiments with SPR and GenProg show that anti-patterns have been useful to produce meaningful fixes that are less likely to remove functionalities and are easier to inspect manually.
Effectiveness
Empirical evidence shows that there are other factors influencing the effectiveness of generate-and-validate techniques than the test suite and the search space. This section discusses these factors.
Using templates extracted from human-written fixes improves acceptability: Templates are often defined from fixes implemented by developers. Since these fixes are likely to resemble the way developers change their code, the templates obtained from these fixes are more likely to produce changes that might be immediately accepted by the developers. This aspect has been studied in [22] by involving both computer science students and software developers. Results suggest that templates can produce fixes that are more acceptable than the ones obtained by techniques using atomic change operators.
Spectrum-based fault localization effectively biases the repair process: Most of the generate-and-validate techniques exploit spectrum-based fault localization to determine where a program should be changed at each iteration (see Section 5.1). Biasing the selection of the statements to be modified with spectrum-based fault localization has been consistently reported as useful, compared to an unbiased selection of the point that should be changed in a program [20] , [22] , [27] , [29] .
Qi et al. [171] , [172] empirically compared the effectiveness of 14 spectrum-based fault localization techniques in terms of the number of invalid candidate solutions that GenProg produces before generating a valid fix. In this experiment, the Jaccard coefficient [90] always results in higher or equal effectiveness compared to other localization techniques.
Automatic bug fixing is cheap: Automatic software repairing is not for free because fixes require significant resources to be generated. Two studies quantified this cost for the AE and GenProg search-based techniques [87] , [111] . They conducted the experiments on the Amazon's cloud computing infrastructure, and they computed the cost per fault by dividing the cost of renting the infrastructure by the number of bugs that have been repaired. Early results show that the cost of fixing a fault is 4.40$ with AE and 14.78$ with GenProg.
Although automatically fixing faults seem to be extremely cheap, this evaluation does not consider the effort that the developers have to spend inspecting the output produced by software repair techniques to check the fixes. Note that several fixes might be discarded by the developers [110] , so doing this check is not a trivial activity. Studying the overall cost of the automatic repair process is still an open issue.
The representation of the problem (P repair ) has a strong impact on the effectiveness of the repair process: Generate-and-validate techniques differ in the representation of the individuals, the definition of the search space, and the design of the mutation and crossover operators. Le Goues et al. [160] empirically studied the impact of various aspects on the repair process. One of the reported results shows that representing individuals as a list of modifications to the original program outperforms AST representation in terms of success rate.
Smoothening the gradient of the fitness function may potentially improve the automatic repair process. Fast et al. [163] investigated the idea of using Daikon [16] to learn program invariants that characterize the behavior of successful and failed executions. The differences between the program invariants associated with the program under repair and the invariants associated with the candidate solutions can be used in the definition of the fitness function, smoothening its gradient: a specific candidate solution might still fail a test case but it could turn an invariant to true. In this way the repair process may better capture progresses toward the identification of a fix. In their experiments, Fast et al. observed that a smoothed fitness function can better guide the search process, but the cost of computing this specific function overcame the benefits for the search process overall resulting in a 3 percent average overhead.
Evidence for Semantics-Driven Approaches
Semantics-driven techniques have been studied less extensively than generate-and-validate techniques and many of the factors that influence their effectiveness are still unknown. However, the empirical results collected so far are sufficient to report some interesting observations.
The size of the test suite may strongly influence the generation of the fixes: As for the generate-and-validate approaches, bigger test suites produce more data making the generation of the fixes harder due to the many constraints that must be satisfied to match the collected data. For instance, the problem of synthesizing a new clause for an if condition is harder if the new clause has to satisfy thousands of constraints collected by executing a large test suite rather then a dozen constraints. Intuitively it is harder to generate repairs that pass many tests. However, it is important to note that fixes that are generated from small test suites might be inaccurate and produce wrong behaviors when thoroughly validated. It is thus important also for semantics-driven techniques to work with test suites that extensively cover the behavior of the program for the statements that must be repaired, without being unnecessarily large or redundant, as early experienced in SemFix [21] .
Program synthesis techniques are faster than expression enumeration techniques: Identifying a fix by explicitly enumerating all the possible expressions that can be constructed starting from a set of program variables and operators is easier than using program synthesis techniques, but it is also significantly slower. For instance, SemFix estimates that producing constraints by enumeration might be four times slower than using program synthesis techniques [21] .
SMT solving is the dominating cost factor in the repair process: While test case execution is the major cost factor in generate-and-validate techniques, SMT solving is the dominating cost factor in semantics-driven techniques. It has been reported that SMT solving can take up to 99 percent of the total repair time [26] . Designing semantics-driven techniques that make a better use of solvers is thus an important direction for the future.
Fixes of concurrency faults may significantly affect the performance of the program under repair: Concurrency fault detection techniques might be inaccurate, for instance identifying large code regions as faulty regions (e.g., regions that may trigger an atomicity violation bug). As a consequence, repair techniques may generate large critical regions protected by lock and unlock operations producing significant overhead in the program under repair [82] . This is an example of how a fix for a fault (e.g., a concurrency fault) might introduce another fault (e.g., a performance fault).
OPEN CHALLENGES
Automatic program repair techniques have already demonstrated their effectiveness in a number of non-trivial contexts, but their general applicability as well as the possibility to exploit this technology in industrial settings must still be demonstrated. In our analysis, we identified a number of important challenges as well as research trends suggesting where the future effort in the area might concentrate. In this section we report these challenges organized in three sections: fix correctness challenges, process challenges, and technical challenges.
Fix Correctness Challenges
Plausible versus Correct Solutions: Most of the techniques can generate plausible fixes, for instance fixes that pass all the test cases in an available test suite. In contrast, developers need correct fixes, that is, fixes that satisfy all the requirements of the program under repair. Although the use of test suites has undoubtedly been the main method to validate the automatically generated fixes, other approaches have been also experienced, such as the use of specifications [42] and code contracts [94] . However, also in these cases the generated fixes are only plausible, that is, they are correct according to the specific validation criterion that has been used (e.g., a specification or a contract), and they are not necessarily correct for the developers.
To mitigate this issue, some approaches investigated the definition of repair operators inspired from actual fixes written by developers [22] , [119] , [120] , others considered the manual inspection of the fixes as the most useful validation method [55] . However, it is still a generally open challenge to identify methods to produce fixes that are correct and understandable according to the developers' judgment [51] . Although it might be infeasible to produce fixes that are ''guaranteed'' to satisfy the developers' expectations, finding methods to generate and evaluate fixes that are likely acceptable by developers is an important research direction.
Non-Functional Qualities of the Fixes: The gap between plausible and correct solutions is exacerbated by the many non-functional qualities that a fix should satisfy to be fully acceptable by a software developer. For instance, developers may need fixes that are both secure and computationally efficient, aspects that are often badly covered or even ignored by the available test suites. The challenge of satisfying the non-functional qualities, especially the ones that are hard to test with test suites, is an open research issue.
The clarity of the fix is also important. An acceptable program change must usually satisfy structural and syntactical requirements defined in terms of best coding practices and naming conventions. These practices may vary a lot organization by organization, and automatic repair techniques must satisfy a non-trivial level of customization and sophistication to effectively consider all these aspects when producing fixes.
Cross-Validating the Automatically Generated Fixes. Although a fix produced by an automatic program repair technique might be directly accepted without any modification by a developer, in practice developers need to check its correctness before it can be integrated into a program. While some fixes might be trivial to check, a number of fixes might be non-obvious and require a certain degree of adaptation to be finalized. The effort required to cross-check and understand a fix might be significant, potentially mitigating the benefit of automatic techniques.
However automatic program repairing techniques, in addition to generating fixes, might be able to generate information that explains the rationale of the fix and that facilitates and assists the developer during the validation of the fix. Producing this additional piece of knowledge is an open challenge.
Process Challenges
Selecting the right technique for the right case: How to select the appropriate program repair solution in a given situation is an important open problem. There are choices to be made at multiple levels. On the first place, developers may prefer fully automatic repair techniques to fix recommenders, or vice versa. This choice may depend on the developer's preferences, but also on the nature of the repair task. For instance, some tasks might be hard to be completely automated and fix recommenders may represent a valid option in these cases. Unfortunately, there is still little understanding when one class of approaches should be preferred to the other.
Another variable is whether opting for a fault-specific or a general technique. A good strategy might be preferring fault-specific techniques when applicable, and use general techniques otherwise. Unfortunately it might be hard to guess a-priori what the fault to be repaired is, and thus it might be extremely difficult to choose the right fault-specific technique, unless the failure is already explicative of the nature of the fault, such as for infinite loop failures.
Another level of decision is the choice of the type of change model and of the algorithmic strategy that should be adopted to fix a fault. The ability to make these choices might significantly facilitate the selection of a repair technique. However, since a fault is unknown until it has been fixed, taking these decisions is extremely hard in practice.
A preliminary result about the identification of the method that should be used to address a fault is the work by Le et al. who defined a method to decide if a bug report should be addressed with standard techniques or with an automatic program repair technique [173] .
Defining Methodologies and Adapting Software Processes: The definition of suitable methodologies and software processes to efficiently integrate software repair techniques into industrial processes is still a completely open research area. Aspects that deserve more attention are understanding how to design programs that can be effectively repaired automatically, defining when automatic program repair routines should be executed and how their output should be integrated into organization processes, and revise responsibilities and roles of the quality assurance process.
The Challenge of a Fully Automatic Repair Process: While program repair techniques can sometime automatically produce reasonable fixes, the acceptability of a fix is still relegated to the judgment of developers. The benefit of using these techniques would be evident if the repair process could be fully automated, at least in some cases. Some approaches investigated the possibility to automatically generate and deploy ''quick-and-dirty'' fixes in the field [101] , [174] , [175] , but automatically producing developer-quality fixes is still a long-term challenge.
Program Maintainability: While it is well-known how to maintain programs subject to regular human-driven changes, how to maintain software programs subject to a mix of changes actuated by both developers and automatic program repairing techniques is still unclear. In principle, automatic fixes of low internal quality may hinder code maintainability, and their accumulation may lead to major issues on software evolvability. Designing techniques that fix programs without negatively affecting the maintainability of a software project is still a largely unexplored area.
Technical Challenges
Scattered Set of Findings: There are many software repair techniques and many studies available, however findings are still scattered and difficult to be synthesized into a clear picture. This is often due to the mix of innovation (e.g., presenting a new strategy for the synthesis of program fixes), and optimizations (e.g., prioritizing the test cases for the validation) introduced by each work in the area. Due to the overlapping effect of these factors it is sometime hard to establish what the factor influencing more the results is. Is it the strategy? Is it a specific heuristic? Is it the quality of the implementation? The way all these factors may interfere when comparing and studying the solutions in a same area has been also discussed in [176] .
It is important to improve the maturity of the field and obtain a better understanding of the strategies and the heuristics that are important and useful, and that should be present in every automatic program repair technique, for instance by increasing the number of independent studies on the impact of equivalence checking [111] , optimized representation of the candidate solutions [27] , [102] , and test prioritization schema [29] , [106] .
Test Suites for Program Repair: There is clear evidence that test suites may have a dramatic impact on the effectiveness of both generate-and-validate (see Section 8.2.1) and semantics-driven techniques (see Section 8.3). However there is only initial evidence of the factors that characterize a good test suite for program repair, such as the strength of the oracle [110] and its completeness [36] , [159] . This results in the lack of guidelines about the construction of test suites that can optimally support the automatic repair process. Defining proper methods to create these test suites may have a dramatic impact on the effectiveness of program repair solutions.
Design for Program Repair: There is evidence that the complexity and the structure of a program (e.g., the presence of statements that may increase the effectiveness of general program repair techniques [100] , [167] ) as well as the presence of annotations (e.g., the presence of function pre-and post-conditions [92] ) have an influence on the success and the type of program repair techniques that can be applied. This raises a more general question about whether we can build software that facilitates program repairing, for instance using a specific coding style, or avoiding/preferring some programming constructs to others, or using specific libraries. Since we cannot expect program repair techniques to be able to address every possible situation, we should think about building software ready to be repaired automatically.
Alternative Validation Mechanisms: Almost all the generate-and-validate techniques use testing as validation mechanism. However, test cases have demonstrated several limitations when used to validate candidate solutions. In particular, a weak test suite may favour repairs that drop functionalities, and strong test suites may make the generation of correct fixes extremely hard [110] . While understanding how to design good test suite for program repair is definitely an option, test suites are not the only option for validation. For instance, FixMeUp [42] uses access control rules as validation mechanism. More in general, automatic program repair should investigate alternative validation mechanisms, for instance based on the reuse of the same artifacts used to define the requirements or the design of the software, that might complement the validation performed with the test suite obtaining better fixes.
Producing Better Search Spaces: The search spaces defined so far have been demonstrated to not include enough correct programs to enable the design of efficient and general program repair solutions [159] . It is thus necessary to produce better search spaces with a higher density of correct fixes that can be efficiently discovered with program repair techniques. To this end, it is important to exploit as many sources of information as possible, including fixes from other applications and systems, user hints, specifications, and comments. So far, only the existing fixes have been exploited by example-based techniques (see Section 6.1.3).
Benchmarks: To let the field progress, it is important to have a good number of benchmarks that researchers could use to assess and compare techniques. Automatic program repair techniques have already extensively exploited some of the available benchmarks, such as the applications and the faults defined in the ManyBugs benchmark [154] and in the SIR repository [156] . While these benchmarks are definitely useful, it is important to better exploit the available resources and define additional benchmarks enriching the set of faults and cases considered as subjects of the experiments to prevent the risk of collecting empirical evidence biased by the use of a limited set of benchmark applications and faults, and to increase the capability of delivering findings that generalize beyond the specific cases that have been analyzed.
Better Use of Test Suites and Solvers: Running the test suites in generate-and-validate techniques [41] and running the solvers in semantics-driven techniques [26] have been reported as the dominating cost factors. Since the design of more efficient solutions allows a more thorough exploration of the search space and a more effective synthesis, it is important to reduce these costs. Some techniques have partially addressed this problem for instance prioritizing the test cases to reduce the cost of test execution [29] , [106] . However, it is necessary to design repair techniques that perform a definitely smarter and better use of these expensive technologies to improve program repair solutions by order of magnitudes.
CONCLUSIONS
Automatic program repair techniques address the ambitious challenge of automatically repairing faulty software. In the last decade, program repair techniques have produced relevant and impactful results demonstrating the potential of significantly affecting testing, validation, and debugging practices on the long term.
This paper organizes the knowledge in the area, surveying the existing work, and discussing the main results and challenges. In particular, this paper shows that program repairing approaches address the problem of repairing software according to two main strategies. Generate-andvalidate approaches generate a search space of the possible fixes and then explore this search space looking for a correct fix. Semantics-driven approaches produce a representation of the problem of fixing a program and solve this problem to obtain the actual fixes.
We integrate and summarize the empirical evidence collected from multiple diverse studies into a set of key facts that show the tradeoffs and factors influencing the effectiveness of these approaches. We finally discuss the challenges we believe are the most important and that can influence the future research in the area.
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